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Lipfords wait to see if vote leads to contract
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
jazzier. Some are light rock, others God in Murray, are hoping for
Staff Writer
are pop. But they all carry a simi- even more feedback. They recordMurray residents Dee and lar message of hope.
ed a video of three songs — "Ain't
Kathy Lipford know they can't
"We've gotten a lot of positive God Good," "Wish It Could Be
write one song to please everyone. feedback that it's blessing people," That Way Again" and "I'm Under
That's why they hope their 52 Kathy Lipford, 41, said of the the Blue" — that can be seen
songs will reach out to many peo- gospel music. "That's what it is ,online at www.wcin.ac from
ple through different sounds.
suppose to do."
Monday to Dec. 28.
"You can take one song and not
After spending last weekend as
After people watch the
Lplease everyone, but you can have one of 12 artists in a talent search Lipfords' video, they can vote for
a lot of songs and reach different in Branson, Mo., Dee and Kathy the performance by calling 1-900people," Dee Lipford, 44, said.
Lipford, who attend Calvary 446-2323. Their artist code is
Some sound country, others are Temple Pentecostal Church of #103. Artists receiving enough

response will be invited to
Nashville, where they could win a
recording contract.
While in Branson, the Lipfords
were approached about possible
contracts, most likely as songwriters, the couple said.
"It's just easing right along,"
Dee said. "It hasn't been everything all at once. The Lord is
blessing us little by little along the

•See Page 2A
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State Rep. Buddy Buckingham discusses an issue with
Calloway County ASAP director Dottie Kraemer during Friday's
meeting at the Murray Independent board office.

Buckingham believes
tobacco bills, if heard,
will fail in Frankfort
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
He said home ruled legislation,
Staff Writer
or legislation decided on by the peoState Rep. Buddy Buckingham ple locally, is preferred by legisladiscussed two possible tobacco bills tors.
tobacco to be presented during the
"Legislators are like anyone
next session of the General else," he said. "If you can get someAssembly at the Calloway County one else to make the decision, you
chapter of the Kentucky Association will."
for Substance Abuse Prevention.
He said there will also be prob- Although his prediction was lems --with-the bill concerning how
bleak, the group was interested in much power the state government
the how and why a bill banning has.
tobacco from governmental build"The argument is the fact that
ings and possible tax increase on business owners don't want the govtobacco products might not pass.
ernment telling us what to do," said
"I might be wrong in my obser- Buckingham.
vations,"
In regards to the cigarette tax, he
said
Buckingham.
-There's already been some heated said it would be difficult to see any
discussions on personal freedom."
new taxes passed this session
The two bills in question are pre- because more than half of the state
filed bill BR255, which prohibits legislators having signed pledges to
local governments from adopting not pass any new taxes this year.
smoking policies, and BR88, which
"The only way to pass it would
proposes a tax of 32 percent on the be as a complete package and getgross receipts of wholesale sales of ting 138 legislators to vote on anytobacco.
thing is completely different," he
Buckingham said if there were a said.
time to pass laws concerning tobacBuckingham also told the group
co, now would be the time to do it, to continue to contact their senators
but he said he couldn't see a bill and representatives on issues that
banning smoking passing now concern them, because it is truly the
because it infringes on businesses people that make a difference.
and personal freedom. He said what
"If we don't do this at the grass
could happen is local areas pass roots level, we'll lose ground," he
bans on smoking, much like areas said.
pass bans on alcohol.

Possible scam worries
Angels Attic manager
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The manager of the Angels Attic retail store in Murray wants her community made aware of a possible fundraising scam.
Joan Smith said she received a phone call from a friend Monday, telling
of how that person received a visit from a woman and a child who indicated they were going door-to-door soliciting money for the non-profit business. There was just one problem.
"We do not solicit like that. Everybody knows that you bring donations
(to the store itself)," said Smith, adding that the friend went on to report that
the visitors also asked to use the restroom in that particular house."That, to
me, makes me think they may have been casing the house for something.
Hopefully, we can make the public aware of what's going on.
"I just don't want our business to get a bad name."
The Murray Police Department has been notified of the matter. Chief
John Knight said anybody feeling they may be part of this or any fraudulent
activity has several options from which to choose.
"You can always call the police, but one thing I would think about doing
is calling the business they say they're representing. You also can ask (the
solicitors) for their names. I would think if you do that and they won't tell
you, that's an indication,they may be up to something," the chief said.
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Still toying with ideas
Macklin finds new avenue
to display wood work talents
grandchildren and great-grandchildren.
By JOHN WRIGHT
"It comes easy," said Macklin, 75,
Staff Writer
Don Macklin definitely seems to get better who says he has improved his craft
since building a fire truck —
with age.
For 30 years, he made a big name for himself complete with ladders, funcin Arizona and northern Minnesota as an inde- tioning lights and other gadgets
pendent homebuilder after holding several — for his grandson,
small-scale jobs following his discharge from Joshua, in 1983.
"Back then, I was
the Navy in the mid-1950s. This allowed him to
become very accomplished in working with just looking through a
wood, particularly in creating crafts like cabi- woodworking magazine and they had toys
nets and tables and other accessories.
Starting in the 1980s, though, he discovered in there, so I decided to
a new area where his woodworking talent, try building one, though I was thinking, 'I don't
along with his inner competitive spirits, could think I can really do that.' It took me six months
be used, particularly around Christmas. Toys, to build that fire truck. Now, it would take six
especially models he has created, days, probably."
Macklin estimates that he has constructed
have become prized possessions
for
around 400 toys since that fire truck. What has
followed has been a variety of vehicles, including trains, cars, trucks, tractors and heavy
machinery, all of which are included in the new
business he has formed — Don Macklin's
Classic Toys.
Making this adventure extra special is the
support of wife, Phyllis, who assists with his

creations in whatever way she can.
"Yes I am involved ... and I'm pretty proud,
too," Phyllis, 70, said while sitting inside a
house that features her husband's creations in
many of the rooms."This is minor, though. You
should've seen our house in Minnesota."
She has proven to be quite accomplished
with tools herself. When they moved to Murray
three years ago, one of the first things they
decided to do was completely remodel their
home's interior. Don said they each did
about the same amount of work with
that project, further strengthening their
already cohesive bond.
"We were watching some,
show on TV and there
was a scene where
the man actually said
he valued his tools
more than his wife,"
Don said. "I just looked
at her and said,'Without you, these tools I have
wouldn't mean anything to me.' And that's true.
That's why I have her picture high on a wall in
my shop. I want her watching me at all times."
And Phyllis has been watching, paying particular attention to her husband's style.
"You know how he designs (toys)? He just
looks at a picture," she said. "He doesn't use
patterns or anything, and it doesn't make a difference whether it's a truck or a car. That's all

•See Page 2A
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A previously-completed dump truck serves as Don Macklin's guide as he pieces together parts for another dump truck model
in the making in his wood shop behind his home in Murray.
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Southern Baptists likely to
drop out of world alliance

•Wooden toys...
From Front
he iieeds."
-"I can see three-dimensionally," he said, remembering how he once designed the inside of a house for a
customer by simply drawing the plan on a legal pad as
he walked through the house. "He had this large blueprint drawn up, and I think it had cost him something
• like343000 to have that done. So, before -t srarted looking at the. hciuse,he told me,'Wait; you've got to have
the blueprints.' I just told him, *No. I've get my •blue-print right here.'
"That was how I did a Hummer for one of my grandchildren. After I looked at a picture, I drew it up on a
piece of paper and went from there. Really, for a truck
like that, even cars, it's the same thing each time. You
stan with the frame, then you do the front bumper, then
the motor, then the cab. The wheels are always the last
thing."
Macklin also is a believer in the idea of attention to
detail. From the treads of the tires to indentations on the
side panels-and doorS,he trig to make each piece look
as close to the real thing as possible. That, he says, provides the challenge: and he is not afraid of a challenge.
"I don't get too worried about mistakes. There's an
old saying that a good carpenter can cover up his mistakes, which I've had to do from time to time," Don
said. "Most of the time, I try something just to see if I
can do it.
"When I'm working, though. I've got the best carpenter ever right beside me. and that's Jesus."
Sometime soon, Macklin hopes more blessings will
come when he meets his next really large challengeconstructing a backloader that he hopes to add to other
previous creations like snow plows, road graders and
bulldozers. He .already is somewhat prepared for that
mission as a miniature diecast version of a backloader
Can be seen displayed in a glass case in his dining room.
His ambitions for a life-like look become even more
lofty when he designs toys bearing the name and style
of his favorite machinery company, John Deere. Two of
-his largest ereations,both tractors, are designed in the
Deere image, right down to the familiar green and yellow paint scheme not available to the general public.
"I've got a company in Minnesota that works with
me on that. It's the one that handles a lot of the painting
for (Deere) tractors when they are needing to be repanted,--he-said:doting that he and Phyllis made an
anticipated pilgrimage last year to the community in
Illinois where John Deere himself marketed the first
steel plows in the 1800s. "1 think it's because we all
grew up on (Deere,machinery), and it just stuck.
"What was interesting is when we went up there,
three of their corporate people were there, too, and we
got to talking with them about our toys. They were
enthused with what we did." -

NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP)- The Southern Baptist
Convention is almost ceitaiii to dropout of-the-WorldBaptist Alliance next year, saying it is becoming too liberal and "openly advocating aberrant and dangerous theologies."
- The njove would be a huge blow to the Baptist World
-Alliance, -which- reteived $300,000 This year from the
convention, its largest and most generous member.
In February, the executive committee of the
Nashville-based convention is expected to approve a
task force recommendation to leave the alliance on Oct.
1, the start of the next fiscal year.
If so, the.convention's membership will be asked at
their annual meeting during the summer whether they
agree, Jerry Rankin, president of the SBC's international missions board and a task force member, said Friday.
'There has been a deteriorating relationship in which
the Southern Baptist Conveiltion has not felt doctrinal
compatibility with many of the Baptist groups from
around the world," Rankin said. "... The liberal element
has dominated the programs and positions."
In its report, the task force said the alliance is showing "a decided anti-American tone." Also, it said the
alliance is promoting women as pastors, frequently criticizes the SBC international missions board, refuses to
talk openly about abortion and' funds "questionable
enterprises."
James T. Draper, chairman of the task force and president of the convention's LifeWay Christian Resources
publishing house, said the alliance has spread itself too
thin and isn't focused on what the convention is concentrating on: "winning people to Christ, church planting,

JOHN WRIGHTledger & Tmes Photo

Don and Phyllis Macklin each hold a dump
truck, while posing in front of one of the large
toy tractors Don Macklin has created in the
image of his favorite machinery company, John
Deere.
Macklin said he is not wanting to create a large
empire with his company; he and Phyllis already have
enough money saved to live comfortably in their retirement years. He also said he does not want to go through
the trouble of beiiig centracted-to mass-produce the
toys, which would then make this more of a job than an
enjoyment. He just wants to produce things that will
make kids - both old and young alike - happy
through a means he had no idea would come into his life
during his younger_years.
"I don't know where this came from. We didn't do a
lot of building when I was a kid. I think all my father
had was a claw hammer and an old, rusty hand saw that
couldn't cut too well," said Macklin, one of II children
in his family. "I guess it had to do with it being tough to
find a job when I got out of the service. My father-inlaw then bought one of the first Sears/Roebuck power
saws, and the first thing we built was a little coffee
table. I gue. little by little, it just built from there."

church growth and development, leadership develop-mem and so on." - Draper also said the alliance "seems to have lost its
doctrinal moorings and shows no desire to engage in the
-kinds of disenss- that woukljetuni the organization _
ifs biblical foundation." - •
Convention leaders told alliance officials about the
decision on Thursday.
Alliance General Secretary Demon Lotz called it a
tragic move that would "bring a schism within the life of
our worldwide Baptist family and thus it is a sin against
love."
He also rejected what he called "this false accusation
of liberalism."
"It is sad that in the 21st century we use loaded terms
to end discussion and to eliminate the thoughts of other
people. It is a form of McCarthyism," Lotz said.
"It is a sad fact that in the 1950s, if you did not like
someone you called him a communist. Today if you do
not like someone or their movement, you call them a liberal! Ofcourse there is a spectrum of theological thought
in all of our conventions, just as in local churches, but
we belong to one another because we belong to Christ"
He also said that since conservatives have come to
power in the Southern Baptist Convention, the alliance
has "bent over backwards" to address their concerns.
"Personally, I fear for the Southern Baptist
Convention because this decision follows in a long line
of other decisions that, I believe, will ultimately lead to
the dissolution and self-destruction of the SBC," Lotz
said, attributing it to a "drive for power and control by a
small group of ideologues."

•Lipfords await vote...
From Front
way. He knows usbetter than we know ourselves."
The Lipfords first CD-"A Call to Worship"-is available at New
Life Christian Bookstore and Main Street Music in Murray, Christian
Supply House in Paducah and Promise Land Christian Bookstore in
Paris, Tenn. The couple, who has been writing songs most of their 26year marriage, expects to release their second CD, called "Soul of the
Songwriters.- in March.
Another success for the Lipfords is having two songs recorded on
"Songs of Praise.- a compilation CD of songs performed and written by
different artists produced by Hollywood, Calif.-based Amerecord. Dee
and Kathy Lipford wrote "Just in Time," which Bobby Lloyd performs
on the CD."Ten Days in Jerusalem" is another song the Lipfords wrote
on the album, which Heartland Ministries radio stations in Hardin has
for on-air play.
`.tepple_ have been .smpp9rtivpAod„curiOus when we see tbein
Kathy said. "It's a testimony of God providing
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Mrs. Myrtle L. Thornton
Graveside services for Mrs. Myrtle L Thornton were Friday at 3:30 p.m..
at Murray Memorial Gardens. The Rev. Heyward Roberts officiated.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Thornton, 79, Murray, died Thursday. Dec. 18, 2003, at 8 a.m. at
West View Nursing Rome.
Her husband Tiz-.1 Thorriton, and ofte son,-Dielcie Thornton, both preceded-her in death. She was born June 10, 1924, in Henry County,Tenn.
Mrs.Thornton was a member of Grace Baptist Church.
Survivors include one daughter, Ms. Wilma Futrell, and one son, Randy
Thornton and wife, Pam, all of Murray.

Cordie Lee Wall Hamrick
Cordie Lee Wall Hammrick,83, Whitnell Ave., Murray died Friday, Dec.
19, 2003 at 4 p.m. at Jennie Stuart Medical Center in Hopkinsville.
Arrangements are incomplete at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.

William (Billy) Carroll
William (Billy) Carroll, Morgan Rd., Murray died Thursday. Dec. 18 at
4:10 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital in Paducah.
He was a member of Coldwater Church of Christ. He was born April 24,
1924 in Lexington. Ky. to the late Matt Carroll and Sarah Edna Carroll. He
was-preceded in death by his wife, Mabel Carroll; his adopted parents, Dr.
Earl Adams and Hazel Adams; five brothers, Lewis, Rollie, William R.,
Wilber and Leonard Carroll; two sisters, Mary Elizabeth Comley and
Florence Tyson; and adopted brother Dan Adams.
He is survived by his brother Matthew Carroll of Chicago, Ill. and several nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be 1:30 p.m. Sunday at J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home with Bro. Richard Adams officiating. Burial will follow at Coldwater
Church of Christ Cemetery.
Visitation willbe from 11 a.m. to-1:30 p.m. Sunday at the funeral home.

Sentencing phase of sniper
trial gets off to emotional start

Farmer
receives life
sentence in
slaying
INDIANOLA,Iowa(AP) —
A farmer was sentenced to life
in prison Friday for killing his
neighbor over a disputed piece
of land, then dumping the body
in a well and covering it up
with hay bales.
Rodney Heemstra, 44, was
convicted of murder in
October, admitting that he shot
his 52-year-old neighbor, Tom
Lyon. Heemstra claimed it was
in self-defense.
"You have destroyed a
happy family, all because of
your greed," Lyon's widow,
Ronda, said at Heemstra's sentencing.
The farmers had been arguing over a parcel of land that
Lyon
was leasing, and
Heemstra had recently bought.
Investigators followed a trail
of blood through a cornfield
that led to the body, which was
stuffed headfirst in the well.

CDC asks states to report all child
flu deaths in likely epidemic
ATLANTA(AP) — The nation's top health agency tion that complicated their flu treatment. The CDC
on Friday stepped up its response to the unusually said they had flu shot data on only seven of the deaths;
early outbreak of flu, launching response teams to only two of those children had received a flu shot.
states and asking all health departments nationwide to
At least 36 states have been labeled by the agency
as having widespread flu activity, and no state has
report flu deaths of children.
Characterizing the outbreak as a likely epidemic, been untouched.
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention also
The emergency operations center was used earlier
sought postmortem tissue samples, autopsy reports this year to help the agency manage SARS and West
and flu virus samples from fatally stricken children.
Nile virus activity in the United States.
. Earlier Friday, Dr. Julie Gerberding, the CDC
Gerberding urged people not to crowd emergency
..director,said 42 children.have_died from the. flu this rooms-The agency posted information on its Web site.
season.
Friday to help people decide when they need to go to
She said the CDC field teams will help states, deal the hospital and when they should stay home.
with the outbreak and-di/Mare The effectiveness f-this
"Flu is something that for the vast majority-of peoyear's flu shot. The CDC also activated its emergency ple can be managed at home," Gerberding said. "It's
operations center to coordinate its efforts.
not necessary to seek medical attention unless there is
Gerberding said it's too soon to determine how concern."
severe this flu season will turn out to be. But in
With the flu season hitting early, many areas have
response to a question at a news conference, she said reported shortages of flu shots as demand outpaced
the number of cases — and the child deaths — indi- supply. The federal government is trying to purchase
cate the outbreak could be classified as an epidemic. remaining flu shot supplies for states.
She said the season has followed "typical" flu patterns
The state of Georgia, meanwhile, has turned to a
but started much earlier than usual.
private vendor for 100,000 doses of flu vaccine -- a
The CDC has never required states to report flu sixth of what the federal government has been able to
deaths, largely because it's hard to distinguish flu from scrounge for all the states.
other winter viruses. But the agency has been conUnder the $1.65 million deal, Georgia will pay
cerned about the number of normally healthy children more than double what the vaccine would have cost
dying from this year's flu strain.
before the season started. At $16.50 a dose, it's also
The agency has estimated that about 92 children double what the government recently paid for addiunder age 5 typically die each year from flu, but that tional flu shots for states.
is based on computer models and "in fact is a ballpark
The vaccine purchased by Georgia was made by a
estimate," Dr. Keiji Fukuda, the CDC's top flu epi- subsidiary of Chiron Corp. The selling company is
demiologist, said this week.
Carter Trading Co. of Springdale, Ark., health officials
The child deaths from flu are "very sobering and said. A call to Carter not immediately returned on
very worrisome," Gerberding said, adding that at least Friday.
16 of the children who died were ill prior to catching
Some health officials voiced concern over the fairthe flu and that more than half the deaths involved ness of the Georgia deal, when many harder-hit states
children under 5.
have been able to find far fewer doses. Colorado, for
Twenty-one of the children were previously healthy example, recently was able to buy only 6,060 doses.
and three developed a drug-resistant bacterial infec- froma private vendor, officials said.
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CHESAPEAKE, Va.(AP)— On
a gut-wrenching first day in the sentencing phase 'of Lee Boyd Malvo's
trial, the daughter of sniper victim
Linda Franklin testified Friday that
she cries every morning and feels
forced at night to repeatedly "watch
that man shoot Ty _mother ijijhç
head."
Katrina. Fiannum's testimony
capped a morning of tearful statements from family members of the
victims in the October 2002 spree.
Several jurors and many inside
the courtroom wept throughout the
testimony, beginning with prosecutors playing a heartbreaking 911 call
in which Franklin's husband
William sobs to the dispatcher that
his wife had been shot in the head
outside a Home Depot.
Hannum's testimony came just
before the prosecution wrapped up
its case around noon. The defense
later called several of Malvo's
teachers and expected to wrap up its
case Monday.
Malvo, 18, showed little emotion, aside from hanging his head
during a scolding from Myrtha
Cinada, who lost her father Pascal
Chariot in the attacks.
"Because of you, he didn't have
a chance to see his great-grandchild.
That's insane of you to do. You're
evil," she said.
Malvo was convicted of two
counts of capital murder Thursday
in the killing of Franklin on Oct. 14,
2002; the jury must now decide
whether he should receive life in
prison without parole or death.

Hannum testified her mother had
been eagerly anticipating the birth
of her grandchild, putting her hand
on her daughter's belly and hoping
for a kick.
After their last visit, Hannum felt
the baby kick for the first time.
"1 said to „ray,„husband, '(The
baby) just said hi to my _morn.' ...
But I never got to tell her that,"
Hannum said.
Hannum also talked about how
Franklin raised two children by herself after divorcing her first husband. Franklin worked in various
locations around the world for the
U.S. government, causing Hannum
to attend nine different schools in
five countries.
"My mother did a wonderful job
raising us by herself. I didn't have a
father figure," Hannum said, drawing a sharp contrast to Malvo,
whose lawyers argued that his wandering childhood without a father
figure left him vulnerable to brainwashing by sniper mastermind John
Allen Muhammad.
"Every day when I get up in the
morning I cry," ['annum said. "I'm
afraid to go to sleep. Almost every
night I have to watch that man shoot
my mother in the head."
During his opening statement,
defense lawyer Thomas Walsh
asked the jury to remember the difficult circumstances of Malvo's
childhood. He also said that "but for
John Muhammad, (Malvo) would
not have been here."
Esmie McLeod, vice principal at
Jamaica high school once attended

by Malvo, wept on the stand as she
recalled Malvo's constant uprooting.
"We saw because- of what was happening in his life, we were certain it was coming to a terrible end."
McLeod said. It was just not fair to
Lee."
••
Wjnsorn Maxwell, a teacher in
Jamaica who briefly took Maki:,
into her home when he was 11, said
she had mixed feelings about relinquishing Malvo to his mother. "I'm
still thinking if I had just said no,
Lee would not be where he is now,"
she said.
Prosecutors also presented evidence of an escape attempt Malvo
made the day he was arrested, to
demonstrate that Malvo could pose
a future danger.
Franklin's death was one of 10
attributed to Malvo and Muhammad
during the three-week shooting
spree. The jury deliberated for 13
hours over two days before finding
Malvo guilty.
The string of testimony from victims' relatives came in contrast to
the Muhammad trial, where the
judge ruled that only the family or
Dean Meyers could testify during
sentencing, because- Meyers' name
was the only one on the indictment.
Muhammad'sjury convicted him
of capital murder last month and
recommended he be executed.
If the Malvo jury recommends
death, Roush will have the option to
reduce the sentence to life in prison.
If the jury decides for life in prison,.
its decision cannot be changed.

Three men arrested in attack against Guardsman
MAYSVILLE, Ky.(AP)— Police have arrested three
of four Michigan men accused of attacking a National
Guardsman at a hotel.
The Guardsman says the Oct. 12 attack was racially
motivated. He is black and the four alleged assailants are
white.
Two suspects — Ronald Alan Wilder. 32, of Ypsilanti,
Mich., and James E. Sandlin, 33, of West Branch, Mich.
—.turned themselves irtut The -Mason County Detention- Center on Thursday, police said.
Each man was charged with second-degree assault.
Both rnenpaidä S5,-OtWieihdt and were released,jail
personnel said.
Another suspect, Michael T. Ross, 35. of Jackson,
Mich., is in custody in Michigan, but is fighting extradition, police said.

Authorities are searching for Timothy R. Ross,32.also
of Ypsilanti.
They are accused of attacking Sgt. Roosevelt Bowles,
who is assigned to an Army National Guard unit based in
Maysville.
The four suspects were in this northern Kentucky city
riding ATVs and were charged with alcohol intoxication
immediately following the fight.
---Bow4es,-- who • was . accompanied-- -by another - •--- -•
Guardsman, says the suspects cursed him and threatened
to kill him. One of the men used a racial slur, he said.
RoWies said the Men then-started punching-him:14k
league said he joined the fight, but the men chased him
away with chairs.
Bowles then rushed to his room. When police arrk ed.
officers said they found the four men beating on his door.

Ex-Rep. Gary Condit sues tabloids over Levy stories
During the yearlong investigation into Levy's disappearance,
Condit 'told police he had a
romance with Levy but knew nothing of her disappearance. He is not
considered a suspect in her
unsolved death, which was ruled a
homicide after her remains were
discovered in a Washington. D.C..
park in May 2002.
The case drew months of negative publicity and was cited as the
main cause of Condit's re-election
defeat in the March 2002 primary.
His wife, Carolyn. settled a lawsuit with the Enquirer for an undisclosed amount in Jul.
Condit has another law suit
pending, an $11 million defamation complaint, against author
Dominick Dunne.

WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. Boca Raton-based company "will
(AP) — Former Rep. Gary Condit vigorously defend any suit filed by
sued The National Enquirer and Mr. Condit" and that he expects it
other tabloids for $209 million on to be dismissed.
"We fully stand behind the ediFriday, alleging they falsely connected him with the 2001 murder torial integrity of what we have
published." the statement said.
of federal intern Chandra Levy.
Condit's lawsuit details 45
The
California
Democrat
alleges that the Enquirer. Globe pages of headlines he alleges were
and Star Magazine tabloids, along false and defamatory, such as
with parent company American "Congressman & the intern.
Media Inc.. maliciously published Chandra killed in kinky sex
defamatory statements that Condit game!"
The lawsuit claims the tabloids
"was involved in deviant and perverted sexual conduct, which failed to reasonably investigate the
directly or indirectly led to the kid- stories and paid sources for the
napping and/or murder of Ms. false statements "in a calculated
Levy," according to the suit filed in effort" to boost profits.
Condit is asking for $19 million
Palm Beach County circuit court.
AMI General Counsel Michael in actual damages, plus $190 milKahane said in a statement that the lion. in punitive damages.

Christmas
Alive!
Sunday,
Dec. 21, 2003
7:00 p.m.

VISA

HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
753-1725 • 1-800-472-8852

First United
Methodist
Church
Murray

*CHRISTMAS DECOR
*CHRISTMAS GIFTWARE
*GARDENING GIFTS
*ARBORS & PLANTERS

The Christ ma" tory told
by larger than life
puppets. An eventfor
the wholefamily.

Gift Certificates
Make Great Gifts!
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5 • Sun. 1-5
Closed Dec. 24 -_28
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Refreshments will be served in
CLC Gym after the program.

MORE INFORMATION:/53-3812

When it rains it pours, and the storms of life are too
much to handle without proper life insurance. Whether
you need Term Insurance or Vkliole Life - We really do
have you covered.

Jack Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray. KY 42071
759-1033

Shelter tile !mut-ante Company
(:olumbia, MO
wwwr-sheltertnttsrciftee eon,-

seck-s-tfettrt
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End-of-Year
Mailbag,
Part II
One great side benefit of writing
a weekly column is mail it generates ... mostlyfrom strangers. My
readers are usually witty and wise,
and comments in 2003 were a
delight. This is the second of two
columns.
A Knoxville sportswriter wanted
me to know there are many more
wild turkeys
around than I
think, and many
readers agreed
with him: Paul
from Hazard,
Ky., reports,
"Covering the
Sheltowie Trail
Ride taking
place in Perry
Southern County on
Seen
reclaimed surBy Larry
face mined land,
McGehee
I saw a whole
Syndicated
flock of wild
Columnist
turkeys.
Kentucky Fish
and Wildlife and the Rocky
MountainElk Foundation have.
reintroduced elk to the area. The elk
are thriving. Their calves are 20
percent larger than the calves of
western elk, which is attributed to
the milder climate and the lush vegetation available on the WMA.
There are a lot of wild turkeys on
that Wildlife Management Area, the
home of the elk."
And Linda, from Kingstree, SC,
echoes,"I agree with your sports
writer friend in Knoxville — wild
turkeys are plentiful, especially
down here in the Pee Dee. I often
see fields in our area with 20 to 30
wild turkeys in them. We also regularly get calls from readers who
have wrecked their cars because a
wild turkey flew either in front of
them or into them. And at the dedication last week of the Wee Tee
State forest in southern
Williamsburg County, Rob Keck of
the National Wild Turkey
Federation told us that 10 years
ago, wild turkeys were considered
rare, but this year alone 14,000
were bagged. The wild turkey has
made an outstanding comeback.
"On our front page this week,
we have a story of a bear being hit
and killed by a truck in northern
Williamsburg County. I've been
getting reports of bears sighted in
the county for several years now.
Over 50 have been killed on the
roads in Horry County this year."
Robert, in Newberry, SC, adds:
"Your article on 'Turkey Tales'
would have been appropriate in
November of 1933, but not in 2003.
Go to the web site of 'National
Wild Turkey Federation' and click
on 'about us'. then the other sites,
and you will get updated material
on 'Turkey Tales'. The NWTF
Museum is in Edgefield. SC and
well worth a trip to see it. I live on
Lake Greenwood, near Chappells,
in Newberry County. Last-year I
counted 23 turkeys in my back
yard. less than 100 yds. from my
house."
Gail, from Lugoff, SC. says.
"My father in law planted what he
believes to be a buckeye tree several months ago.. Attached are two
pictures of his tree. If possible,
would you mind telling us your
opinion on the type of tree this may
he?"
Robert Ashcom thanked me for
reviewing his book,"Winter Run,"
but noted I misspelled his name ...
four times.
Several readers also sent recipes
for pimiento cheese, although baseball bat letters were more numerous. Claire has "a bat that has oval
brand...not Louisville Slugger...with
only Hillerich & Bradsby Co..No.
10...Louisville, KY. Off to the side

it says Official Soft Ball in 'block'
letters...has a dark patina and looks
more oak. Is 31 inches long. Do
you know when it was made?"
Neil says,"You might be reassured
to know that H&B has its own lumber acreage in New York and
Pennsylvania." Bill reports,"I own
2 bats...both 125 series. One is Joe
DiMaggio and the other Rogers
Hornsby. They both have engraved
signatures NOT original signatures.
Can you help me on where I can go
to get more info. My local sport
shop is a real SCAM shop...I don't
trust the guys who run them."
Steve from Riverside, Calif.,
comments:"On Louisville Slugger
bats,I agree about the Hillerich and
Bradsby trademark replacement--I
hate the switch to Louisville
Slugger as well. Could you tell me
what year the company stopped
using the H & B logo on the trademark?"
Marianne G. asks,"I have a
Mickey Vernon H&B Louisville
Slugger in great condition and was
_ thinking of putting it up for auction.
What do you think it would go for?
It reads Louisville Slugger 125
Hillerich & Bradsby Co Made in
USA Louisville, KY REG. U.S.
PAT. OFF Powerized Genuine
Mickey Vernon Louisville Slugger.".
Obscure biographies got comments. Jamie from Lexington, Ky.,
says,"I'm glad that some folks still
recognize the importance of individuals like Horace Holley in the
history of 'western' America."
Catherine writes, "I'm (Cassius
Clay's) great-great-great granddaughter.... Thanks for the Article."
Terri says,"After reading your
writings of(Thomas Holley)
Chivers I had to comment and say
it is a nice description of the author.
I have viewed much of his work in
Washington, Georgia and have visited his family farm in Taliaferro
County. My cousins now own the
land once owned by his father."
R. Nolan says,"I too watched
Roy (Rogers)change over the years
and was more than a bit bewildered
by it." Stephen Burnette wrote,
"Yes, my Dad (Smiley Burnette)
did own a farm outside of Paris,
Tennessee. Dad thought that
Tennessee was one of the most
beautiful states in the United States.
He purchased the farm in the 1950.
It no longer is in the family. Yes,
Dad did play the Theatre there in
Paris. Doing live performances
was what he loved to do."
A review of a book on grammar
drew comments. Betty wrote,"I am
forwarding your column to all my
grouchy grammarian wincer friends
and relatives." Bob observed,
"Their are alot of good things in
this book. I'm gladits in the hands
of you and I." Larry said,"More
power to the wincers. The deterioration of our language is painful. I
enjoy listening to Tony Blair—style
and substance, and I am a fan of
Kilpatrick, Safire and McGehee."
Bill quipped,"You wrote of 'an
historian.' Tut, mt. H is a consonant
sound, and the proper usage is 'a
historian.' I cite as my authority
Houghton Mifflin's American
Heritage Dictionary, Second
College Edition of 1982. That's
minor, though. What rots my gut is
the ubiquitous use of 'it's' for 'its.'
I see it everywhere, and it galls."
A comment from Laverne seenis
most appropriate for this Christmas
season: "I wanted a electrie train
for Christmas. Don't know what I
would have done with it. We didn't
have electricity. By the way I got a
wind up train...."
Best of the Season to All
Southern Seen Readers.
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Hillary's Veepstakes
Especially now that the capture of Saddam
Hussein could turn the Iraq war into a positive
for George Bush, Howard Dean may turn to
Hillary Rodham Clinton to be his vice presidential candidate. And, especially now that Al Gore
has un-retired. Hillary might just accept.
If Dean wins the
Democratic nomination, his
biggest problem will be
watching his back. Even if he
wins most of the delegates at
the Boston convention, it is
still Bill and Hillary's party.
The Clintons have done
everything they can to stop
Dew's momentum. At the
race's start, they sent their A
Morris
Team — pollster Mark Penn
Advisory and media guru Mandy _
By Dick Moms Grumwald — to'work for
Sen. Joe Lieberman in hopes
of putting one of their faithful in the winners circle.
When Lieberman sputtered, they did their best to get Gen. Wesley
Clark into the fray. President Clinton even said
that Clark and Hillary were the two stars of the
Democratic Party. Clinton movie-maker Harry
Thomasson is doing an ad for Clark and Bill's
buddy Bruce Lindsay signed up for the campaign.
When John Kerry began to fizzle, the
Clintons sent in advisers to try to shore him up.
The Clintons' policy has been A.B.D. —
Anybody But Dean. They don't want Dean, or
anyone else they can't control, getting control of
the Democratic apparatus. The party machinery,
now firmly run by Terry McAuliffe, directs
funds to favored candidates and pays for much
of the Clintons' political operation.
So if Dean is the candidate, how can he avoid

the McGovern problem — getting knifed
in the back by his
own party leaders?
Take a hostage,
Hillary, and put her
on the ticket.
She would bring
him a cachet he now
lacks, give him support from the party's
center and guarantee
the full and enthusiastic support of the
popular ex-president
and his backers. And
putting a woman on
Clinton
the ticket would, by
_itself, make a big difference..
Dean iil1 rethembefliow-Reagan united hiS
fractured party by putting his defeated primary
opponent, George W. Bush on his ticket in 1980.
While Dean's nominal opponents are named
Gephardt, Kerry, Clark, and Lieberman, his real
adversary all along has been Clinton. He might
find the Reagan prescription the right one to follow.
Why might Hillary accept? She suddenly has
a new potential rival for the 2008 nomination Al Gore.
The former vice president's un-retirement,
signaled by his endorsement of Howard Dean,
makes him a potent possible rival for Hillary.
With his bold support of the peace movement's
darling, Dean, Gore may get an edge among the
party's new masters — its left wing.
Hillary may also worry that Dean might
choose someone like Gen. Clark as VP. Such a
choice would immediately lift Clark into contention for the 2008 nomination, making it a
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Howard Dean
tough three-way race where it haclonee appeared
a cakewalk for the former first lady. If Hillary ran with Dean, she'd eliminate
Clark from contention and would overshadow
Gore in her Support for Dean, regaining asceridancy on the party's left. The national exposure
would acclimate people to her running for
national office and their defeat would be chalked
up to Dean, not to her.
Hillary thrives in the spotlight and wilts outside it. What better stage would there be than the
podium in Boston and the campaign to follow?
She could tour America attacking Bush while
showcasing her candidacy for four years hence.
So a Dean/Clinton ticket makes a lot of sense
for both sides. It's too early to predict the events
of the next eight months, but certainly the advisers of both campaigns will look closely at the
possibility.
Dean/Clinton in '04? Stranger things have
happened.
Dick Morris was an adviser to Bill Clinton
for 20 years.
Copyright 2003 Dick Morris, All Rights
Reserved.

The Playboy Philosophy at 50
For the past weeks, the media
have been gaga over the 50th
anniversary of Playboy magazine
and the
"Playboy philosophy," whose
guru, Hugh
Hefner, began to
mainstream
pornography and
de-couple sex
from a committed marital relationship.
Cal's
What interme most
ested
Thoughts
this latest
about
By Cal Thomas
excuse to run
Syndicated
pictures of
Columnist
almost naked
women on television and of the 77-year-old Hugh
Hefner in his silk pajamas, surrounded by surgically enhanced
women young enough to be his great-granddaughters, was the usual
media complicity in promoting a
one-sided and incomplete picture of
the "free love" generation (which,
as it turned out, was neither free
nor love).
Where were the stories on venereal diseases, broken marriages and
shattered lives of the women who
were "bunnies" and "playmates" in
Hefner's fantasy world? One might
think that those "hard-hitting" journalists so dedicated to presenting
both sides of any story would have
interviewed people whose lives
have been transformed — not for
the better — by the sexual revolution.
Writing on FrecRepublic.com.
Patrick Fagan says we now live in a

"culture of inverted sexuality." This
is Hugh Hefner's legacy.
Remember modesty? Gone with
the cultural winds.
Writing in the Washington Post
last week. Tina Brown said that
Paris Hilton's pornographic antics
and fame show we live in an age
"beyond embarrassment."
The progeny of the Playboy phi
losophy— which said men did not
have to limit their sex drive to their
wives but could plunder whatever
woman would allow them — is
brokenness, depression, addiction
and, in some cases, suicide. What
Hefner thought would liberate has,
in fact, enslaved. What he promoted
as fun turned out to be its opposite
for larger numbers of people.
The throwing off of all restraints
has produced a culture without
rules, without signposts and without
meaning. Is Hefner ever asked by
the numerous toady interviewers
about what responsibility he bears
for any ofthis? Not that I've seen
or read. I guess lust means never
having to say you're sorry.
Would Hefner acknowledge that
AIDS, which is currently devastating Southern Africa with a
vengeance worse than Europe's
medieval Black Death, is any of his
doing? There is a cause and effect
relationship between promiscuous
sex and venereal disease, divorce,
40 million abortions in this country,
depression and suicide among
teenagers who thought they had a
right to grow up in a two-parent
home.
The Hefner message to constantly pursue "greener grass" mocks the
message I grew up with. Then, if

Got Something To SayP
Send your letter to P.O. Box 1040, Murray KY 42071 or fax to 270753-1927. Please include address and telephone number and all letters MUST BE SIGNED! Letters should be between 300-400 words
in length and we require letters be typed. The Murray Ledger &
Times reserves the right to edit or reject any letter on the basis of
length, style, spelling, grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to the Forum page. Letters of a "thank you" nature, except
those directed toward the community as a whole, will not be accepted. Comments or questions may be directed to Eric Walker, managing editor, at 753-1916.
your marital "lawn" turned brown,
you fed it nutrients. Now,if it starts
to die, you move to a new "yard."
In many ways our politics mirrors the Playboy philosophy. Once,
a divorced man could not be elected president. Recently, a president
had sex with an intern in the Oval
Office and millions thouilit it was a
private matter and no one else's
business.
Madonna writes children's books
and her heir-apparent to the crown
of slut queen — Britney Spears --engages her in a lip lock on national television. David Letterman
proudly announces the birth of his
out-of-wedlock child and the audience erupts in wild applause.
Marriage announcement to
come, or not. It doesn't matter.
Gwyneth Paltrow and her
"boyfriend" announce she is pregnant. They got married last week.
Maybe they'll get divorced next
week or next year. It's all the same
to devotees of the Playboy philosophy.
Hefner and his philosophy have
demeaned women, turning them
into the sexual toys the feminist
movement decries. Because Hefner

is pro-abortion (he would have to
be, given the consequences of what
he promotes) and because of his
financial donations to numerous
liberal causes, he gets a free pass
from feminists.
Many think Hefner is cool as he
hands over his "little black books"
to be auctioned and lounges in bed
in a New York Times picture and
article that ignore the cultural
havoc he has unleashed on
America.
Hefner-has said he freed
Americans from their uptight attitudes about sex. Given what
replaced it, restraint, fidelity, character and chivalry never looked so
good.
Cal Thomas hosts "After Hours"
on Fax News Channel Saturdays at
II p.m. ET Direct all MAILfor Cal
Thomas to: Tribune Media
Services, 435 N. Michigan Ave,
Suite 1500, Chicago, III. 60611.
Readers may also leave e-mail at
www.calthomas.com.
0 2003 TRIBUNE MEDIA
SERVICES,INC.
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Santa Claus taking requests on Main Street
you
know...
rs

DidSanta

• Honk!, Playhouse in the Park.
Today at 2 p.m. and tonight at 7:30
p.m.
• MSU Racers at Pittsburgh
(Pittsburgh Classic), tonight,6 p.m.
• Lady Racers host Chicago
State, RSEC, tonight, 7 p.m.
• Christmas Alive/Holiday
United
Walk, First
,Cookie
Methodist Church, Dec. 21, 1 p.m.
• Murray Trade Day. MCC Park;
Dec. 22.
Vision/Glaucoma
Free
•
Screenings, Center for Health and
Wellness, Dec. 23, 8 a.m. - noon,
pre-register 762-1348.
• Christmas Eve Candlelight
Communion, First United Methodist
Church, Dec. 24, 7 p.m., "Come &
Go Communion" 8:15 - 9 p.m.
•Babysitting Classes, Health and
Wellness Center, Dec. 27,9 a.m. - 4
• Christmas in the Park. MCC
or 6
Park.-through Dec. 29,,bring
cans of _food for donating to
Needline or United Way and see the
lighted displays set up- by our local
businesses.
• Lady Tiger Classic, Murray
High School, Dec. 29 - 31.
• AQHA Horse Show, West KY
Expo, Jan. 3 and 4.
• Make A Difference Day.
Stewart Stadium, Jan. 10,9 a.m. - 1
p.m.

The Chamber Salutes in
2003:
•The Chamber is always on hand
with congratulations and ribbon cuttings when new stores open in
Murray and Calloway County.
However, we would like to take a
moment to salute two landmark
Murray retail institutions whose
owners decided to wrap up operations this year. On behalf of our
entire community, special thanks to
two long-standing Chamber member businesses that have been recognized as Murray institutions —
Corn-Austin and Owen's Market.
Harold McReynolds and family
operated Corn-Austin on the court
square as the longest continuous
the
in
operation
retail
Commonwealth. They will close
their doors on the family clothing
store on Christmas Eve. Their merchandise and service will be missed.
Mr. Kenneth Owens and his family brought their own attention to
personal service through their grocery and deli operation on Chestnut
since the 1950's. Owen's Market
served many good meals with their
special recipes and are also being
missed since their closing earlier
this fall.
From the 'Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce,
thank you and best wishes.

Local
donation

759-0030
V. WADE ETHERTON.DC

downtown!
miss
Don't
last
your
to
chances
with
visit
Santa Claus on
Colin
the
in his
square
Chamber house thanks to
Chat
Murray Main
By Lisa
Street, McNutt
Satterwhite
Insurance and
Assistant
Auto
State
Director
Insurance
Murray/Calloway Companies.
County Chamber Santa's hours
of Commerce
are until 3 p.m.
today, Sunday
1 - 3 p.m. and Monday,Tuesday and
Wednesday from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Coming Up Around Town:

BRIGGS & STRATTON

B. DOM' HERTON,DC

Photo provided

Dennis Harper - Principal,
Murray/Calloway County Area
Technical Center - accepts a
Rodney
from
check
Bohannon, Briggs & Stratton
Plant Manager. The Briggs &
Corporation
Stratton
Foundation made a contribution of $2,000 to the Machine
Tool and Welding Program.

LISA SATTERWHITE/Chamber photo

The doctors are in. Chiropractors Wade Etherton (son of Dr.
Virgil Etherton) and Bambi Dobry Etherton have recently
opened their office on Chestnut Street next to BB&T Offering a
no-wait policy and welcoming walk-ins, the Etherton team is
eager to restore you to health through chiropractic. They are
open 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday with hours 2 - 6
p.m. on Thursday. Call their friendly office staff at 759-0030 to
schedule your next visit or simply walk-in their conveniently
located office.

BDL'S Catering opens across state line_
BDL'S Catering is a part of B&D Grocery & Grille
located just over the state line going toward Paris
Landing and beautiful Kentucky Lake. Turn left from
Highway 119 onto Cypress Road at the Shamrock Resort
sign, and we are the first place on.your left.
B& D Grocery & Grille,owned by Bill & Donna Ellis,
is a favorite stop for lake visitors as well as for motorcycle enthusiasts. Sunday afternoon is a great time to get out
for a ride and stop by for a cool refreshing beverage and
some incredible food.
Friday, Saturday and Sunday morning Bill starts the
BBQ early, and the first racks of ribs and chicken are
ready by lunchtime. We buy our meat locally, so it's the
freshest and the best quality cuts in the area. We also
serve pork steaks, fresh pork butt, smoked chicken wings
and the best brats around. By the pound or by the plate,
just top it off with Bill & Harry's secret recipe sauce and
enjoy.
B&D's hours are from 9 a.m. until 10 p.m. Monday
through Thursday. until 11 p.m. on Friday and Saturdays

and until 9 p.m. on Sundays. We serve food daily until 8
p.m. through the season. We offer a full menu every day,
including burgers and fries, sub sandwiches, salads. fresh
BBQ plates, sandwiches,and homemade chili. We have a
number of great sides to complement any selection. Our
weekend only, items-ribs, chicken, brats, pork steaksoften go-fast, and when we are out, we're out. Don't
worry;just call ahead and we'll hold them for you.
BDL'S Catering is the newest addition to B&D's. Bill
& Donna met Beth & Gary Lockhart and decided to offer
this incredible food and great service for your special
occasion, rehearsal dinners, weddings, family reunions,
fraternity and sorority functions,company picnics, showers, luncheons, continental breakfasts or even game or
race day.
We want to invite you to stop by this weekend and
have a sample of the best ribs around and give us the
opportunity to cater your special event. Thank you for
your continued support and we look forward to working
with you

WKCA-AGC installs officers, directors for 2004

LISA SATTERYVHITE/Chamber photo

Special agents. Our local Calloway County Extension Office
held a Chamber B.A.L.L. (Business and a Little Lunch) in conjunction with an open house with Chamber members. Lloyd
Weatherly, agriculture/natural resources agent; Ginny Harper, 4H/youth development agent; and Jane Steely, family and consumer sciences agent served chili and sandwiches for attendants. For more information on the programs available through
the Extension Service, contact one of these agents at 753-1452.

The Murray representatives from
construction companies were named
as directors of the Western
TKenttrcicy ConXtruction-Association,a chapter of General Contractors of
American, at its gala Christmas
event held recently at the Executive
Inn in Paducah.
Chris Clark of John Clark
Construction, Inc. Barry McDonald
of Bill Adams Construction, and Jim
Osburn of Lake Land Painting
Specialists, Inc. were each named to
the as directors for the 2004 year.
There were 20 directors named this
year.
Officers were also elected, which
included: President, Bruce Chester
of Chester Mechanical, Inc. in

Highlights from the Chamber
staff include:

It's finally your turn to save
money on insurance
WITH STATE AUTO'S

PRIME OF LIFE PLAN

Greetings

Nib

•

is

aRsTATE•uro•
^ends vo,

Voted Fara* Insurance Agency
In Calloway County

McNutt Insurance
118 South 5th St.
Murray • 753-4451
Westside
Court Square
Greg McNutt

Dan McNutt,AAI

It's been a pleasure serving you.
We look forward to seeing you again in the new year.
Thanks for your kind patronage!
From Max, Sarah, Randy and Jim

Max's 641 Citgo

insurance

a good agent

Contact our agency today to learn more about this exciting program

- The SeaSOT1
May you and your family enjoy a very happy
and healthy holiday season.

Your best

If you're 50 or older you may quality for substantial premium savings and enhanced auto and homeowners
irikrance protection as a member of the PRIME OF
LIFETM Plan.

Air

Lisa
Brockman,
Tab
•
Satterwhite and Heather Spicer with
The Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce and Ryan
Ray and Regina Clark with Murray
Tourism Commission would like to
wish everyone a very "Murray
Christmas 2003!" The Commerce
Centre will be closed Dec. 25 & 26
and Jan. 1 & 2 for the holidays.

• Hurt & Jones, Kick Jones, attorney at law.
• American Career Training.
Deloise Adams, real estate training
classes.
• Earleene Woods, Kopperud
Realty, real estate agent.
• Individual, Mary Rigsby.

Construction Company. Inc. of
Paducah.
The WKCA-AGC is a trade asso:
-ciation composed of over 400--eoncompanies
struction-related
throughout Western Kentucky.

We re friends you can depend on in your Prime of Life

•

Welcome New Chamber
Members:

Paducah; Vice President, Marty
Johnson of Johnson Plaster & Vinyl,
Inc. in Benton; Treasurer, Chris
Black of -Ray-Black- Sorr,- Inc. in Paducah; and Immediate Past
President. Kritt AlIhritten of H&G

4-‘1,

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet
and

p.

Ob

Toyota of
Murray

For more information on becoming a member of the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce or hosting a Chamber
event contact Tab Brockman or Lisa
Satterwhite at 753-5171.

will be CLOSED
Christmas Eve, Dec. 24
and
Christmas Day, Dec. 25th
so that our employees may
spend time with their families.

Kopperud Realty's

XD11112 3.0A Chhabitah

Ott -

We will be open all day
New Year's Eve, Dec. 31
and we will be CLOSED
New Year's Day, Jan. 1.
1 feat with Personality.

215 Meadow Green

7ht,

Great family home ready for Christmas. Close to town.
Great room with fireplace, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths on 1.5
acres. Carport with extra 2-car detached garage.
.$90,000. MLS: 18903

711 Main St.

753-1222

MuqRAu..
SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
200204 Emist Mom • 753 3341

Calloway County's Exclusive Monessen Dealer

14511045
AlekYV C4)

4-lamo1

an?
/Veit, Octio!
"V r
,
0.•
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Graves suggests giving
gift cards for Christmas
that they !rally want. They'll
If you w ant IQ see_ wipe. re.11
like it just as well and it's a
"Chinese
next
the
at
a,.tion
LOT easier on you and those
Auction", take a roll of dimes
around you.
(five dollars)
Speaking of making it easier
and tape it to
on you, we've just gotten a
a piece of
copy of Leonard Felder's "When
cardboard.
Wrap it in col- Difficult Relatives Happen to
ored cellophane Good People." It's a guide to
surviving your family and keepso that everying your sanity. Every one has
one can see
what it is. It'll problem relatives. Here's a good
get picked first place to start dealing with them
effectively.
and will circuLibrary
late in almost
Agatha Christie's books are
every round.
News
an exccHtut example—of how
By Ben Graves fty—the way, I
the good stuff never really goes
Calloway County wonder if our
away.
Public Library Asian friends
'Written in 1933, "Murder on
Director
have "AmeriOrient Express" is still in
the
Auctions"
can
print, still being read, and still
when they gather together.
on our shelves. As a matter of
I mention this to point out
fact, we've just gotten a new
cards
money
the excellence of
copy of this classic because we
as gifts. For example, I need to
want new generations to share
give my cousin "X" a gift (a
wonder.
the
dodge
can't
I
obligation
familial
even though "X" is a half-witFinally, there's the great "Big
ted loafer.) I'm glad to spend a
of Children's Games" by
Book
twenty
a
not
but
him,
on
fiver
Debra Wise.
A gift card fills the bill.
Never think that just because
If he gets one from each of
know how, that it's comyou
and
out
go
'can
he
the cousins.
mon knowledge. Kids are not
buy a couple of DV D's, as
born knowing how to play tag
opposed to getting three glass
jump rope. Knowing how to
or
Listerof
jug
big
a
nut dishes,
play the common children's
ine, and a six-pack of Dial
games is just as much cultural
soap. (Bubba and I believe in
literacy as reading Agatha
gifts.)
giving "message"
Christie's books. (I still don't
Gift cards are great on the
understand what Duck, Duck,
receiving end, too. I've got all
Goose is all about.)
the huge turkey platters, clockThe Big Book covers card
radios, and marine rescue flashgames, playground games, word
light blinking beacons that I
games, and every other kind of
have room for. And that marine
activity that you could
group
rescue doo-daddy is especially
imagine. If you're going to be
worthless since I don't even
- dealing 1.virti' kids; it's -litely to' -a- boat:
be a life saver.
So on the perchance that you
haven't finished shopping by the
- -Drive safely over the &Ai:
time you read. this, -get'em a
gift card and trust in their abili- days (the roads are filled with
fools in cars) and I'll see you
ty to buy all the knick knacks
next year.
eo

BirthAnnouncement

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS

MATINEES EVERYDAY

Lord of the Rings
The Return of the King
PG13 • 12:25- 1:45- 4:15 - 7:05 • 8:15
(showing on 2 screens)

Mona Lisa Smile
PG13 - 12:50 - 3:25 - 7:20 - 9:50

Stuck On You
PG13 - 1:05 - 3:30 - 7:10 - 9:30
Somethings Gotta Give
PG13- 1:15 - 3:45 - 7:15 - 9:45

Haunted Mansion
PG - 1:20 - 7:30

Bad Santa
R - 3:20 - 9:35

The Last Samurai
R - 12:55 - 3:55 - 7:00 - 9:55
SCHEDULE GOOD THRU DEC. 23
Program Information Call 753-3314

Isaac Lane
Odom
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Odom of
Mayfield are the parents of a son.
Isaac Lane Odom,born on Wednesday, Dec. 10, 2003, at 9:14 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds
14 ounces and measured 19 1/2
inches. The mother is the former
Shannon Adams. Two sisters are
Brittany and Lauryn.
Grandparents are Joe and Cindy
Odom and Randy Adams, all of
Mayfield, and Janice Hobbs of
Fancy Farm.

MCTA to give free
rides New Year's
Transit
Murray-Calloway
Authority will provide free transit service for the night of New
Year's Eve. The times of operation for free service will be from
10 p.m. Dec. 31 to I a.m. Jan.
1. The service will be in Murray
and Calloway County. Persons may
call and pre-schedule a pick up
by calling 753-9725.

Church sports camps
to be Dec. 22 and Jan. 3

Wedding

Special sports camps are scheduled by the First
Baptist Church as a part of events for the Christmas and New Vear's holiday break.
The camps will be held in the gym at Ellin
Grove Baptist Church, Highway 94 East, Murray.
A Basketball Camp for Grades 1-8, led by
Benji Kelly, will be Monday, Dec. 22, from 10
a.m. to noon.
A Baseball Camp for youth between the ages
9 to 18, led by Mitch and Rick Grogan, will
of
Jo's
be Saturday, Jan. 3, from 10 a.m. to noon.
Datebook
Come and bring your friends. For more inforBy Jo Burkeen mation contact Joetta Kelly at 753-1854.

Community
Editor

Promotion planned by boosters

Calloway Laker Band Boosters will have a rebate
night from 4 p.m. to close at Pizza Pro, phone 7671199, located on South 12th Street, behind Union Planters Bank South
Branch, Murray, each Monday in December. Persons are asked to tell
the counter person or delivery person you are with the boosters k,
10- percent—of the sales will be received by the boosters.

Solicitation for Attic not authorized
The community is urged to call 911 to report any individuals going
door-to-door saying that they are collecting items for the Angels Attic.
No one has been authorized for this type of solicitation. Items to be
donated to Angels Attic should be taken to the back entrance of the
attic located at 972 Chestnut, Murray. Tax receipts for donations are
available. For information call 762-0505. Community support for the
attic is deeply appreciated.

Mullinax and New vows said
Kylie Mullinax and Michael New were married Saturday. Oct. 25,
2003, at 6 p.m.
The bride is the daughter of David and Sheila Mullinax of Murray. The groom is the son of Mrs. Kelly New of Sedalia. Mo., and
Anthony Galusha of Eddyville.
The vows were said at the home of the bride's grandmother, Dora
Dean Burkeen, with the Rev. David Allbritten officiating.
Their attendants were Chasity Feagin and Anthony Galusha.
Those attending the wedding were the family of the bride and
groom.
A reception followed the ceremony.

Parent Support Group to meet
Parent Support Group, formerly called Parents Anonymous, will
meet Monday, Dec. 22, from 6 to 8 p.m. Peggy Pittman-Munke, Murray State faculty member, is Parent Support board chair. For information call 753-7004.

Bell ringers needed for the season
Kerry Lambert, chairman of Calloway County Service Unit of The
Salvation Army, has issued a need for volunteers to be at the kettle
and ring the bell at Wal-Mart. Needed are ringers for Dec. 20 from
noon to 9 p.m., Dec. 22 and 23 from 3 to 9 p.m. and Dec. 24, from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Workers can decide how many hours they can ring.
To volunteer call Lambert at 762-1274, days, or 753-7265, nights.

Four Rivers group will meet Sunday

SeniorActivities
BY

TERI COBB
Activities director
_Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens are now settled in our
new facility at the George Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar St.,
Murray. We invite you to check our new facility. Our telephone number is 753-0929.
We invite you to come and join us for lunch which will be served
Monday through Wednesday at 11:30 a.m. for a donation of $1.50.
Lowfat milk, coffee and ice tea are our daily choices of beverages.
Meals are also sent to private homes.
The center offers transportation on a daily basis from 9:15 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. If you live in the city limits and need a ride to our center, the doctor, grocery store, bank or pharmacy, call at least one day
ahead of time to schedule your ride.
Our exercise room is open Monday through Wednesday from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Those who are 60 and older are invited to exercise at no cost. We also have two indoor Shuffleboard Courts available. Our basketball court is also open for a variety of games and
times. Times are also set aside for women only. Contact the center
for more details.
Activities and menus for the week of Dec. 20-24 have been
released as. follows:
Monday events include Armchair Aerobics at 8:30 a.m., Stride
with Pride Walkers at 10 a.m. to go walk at the RSEC, and
Bingo at 12:30 p.m. On the lunch menu will be salmon pattie,
mashed potatoes, stewed tomatoes, biscuit, margarine and
apple.
Tuesday events include Strength and Stretch Class from 8
to 9 a.m., Healthy Lifestyles for Women at 10:30 a.m. in the
education room, and Parkinson's Disease Support Group at
12:30 p.m. Spaghetti with meat sauce, tossed salad, garlic
bread, margarine and orange will be on the lunch menu.
Wednesday events include Armchair Aerobics at 8:30 a.m.,
Stride with Pride Walkers will not meet, Basketball Court open
at 10 a.m. for game, Around the World, and Pinochle play at
noon. On the lunch menu will be BBO meat balls, au gratin
potatoes, broccoli, bun, margarine and pudding.
The center will close at 2 p.m. on Wednesday, Christmas
Eve, and will be closed all day both Thursday and Friday, Dec.
25 and 26, for the Christmas holidays.
Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens Center is a United Way agency.

Four Rivers Music Friends are scheduled to meet.Sunday, Dec. 21,
or Calloway Public Libtary.- This is open to
at -2 P.m'. in the
all musicians and listeners. For information call Velvaleen at 7536979,

Luminaries to be shown on Olive Boulevard
Residents of Olive Boulevard from North 13th to North 14th Streets
have rescheduled the lighting of the luminaries Saturday aqØ Sunday, Dec. 20 and 21. A luminary is a votive candle set into a small
decorated paper bag weighted with sand placed in a row with others. Motorists are asked to turn off their lights and go slowly down
the boulevard to get the best effect. In the event of rain the event
will be canceled again.

Health Express lists stops

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer
blood pressure checks, pulse and osteoporosis screenings on Monday,
Dec. 22, from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. at Subway at Puryear, Tenn., and
from 12:30 to 3 p.m. at BB&T at Hazel; on Tuesday. Dec. 23, from
8 a.m.' to noon and 1 to 3 p.m. at Center for Health & Wellness,
Murray. For information call 762-1348.

Gift certificates for books availableGrove

Family
Gift certificates for the book, "Lynn Grove-Harris
History," are now available for those who would like to give them
for Christmas. The books, being published by the Calloway County
Genealogical Society, will arrive at a later date. For information call
Ruth Cole at 753-2718.

Pictorial History books available

The Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club has received
a shipment of the book, "Calloway County Pictorial History." For
information call Lois Pharris at 759-4938.

AA meetings scheduled
Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) will meet at 8 p.m. on Monday, Tuesday, Friday and Saturday, at 11 a.m. and 8 p.m. on Wednesday, at
10 a.m. on Saturday and 4 p.m. on Sunday at the American Legion
Hall, Maple and South Sixth Streets, Murray. The only requirement
for attendance is a desire to stop drinking. For information call 4365675 or 759-4539.

Festival of Lights continues at local park

Call Now And Register
ForJanuary Enrollment!
Financial Aid
:Available to
Ylialified Applicants

CLASSES
Monday-Friday
8 a.m.-2:30 p.m:

Services offered
to the Public:
• Perms • Color • Cot,
• Highlighting & Tinting
• \,\ ,"ill g- • Facials
,
• Manicures • Pedicui.
• Sculptured Nails
(MI offork (Ione under the
xupPrrisiott ofinstructorA)

Season's
(4reetings
to all our friends
and neighbors.
HOLIDAY HOWIS:
Closed Christmas Eve
& Christmas Day
***

Open New Year's Eve
til 5 p.m.
Closed New Year's Day
***

Ezell's Cosmetology School
PEP, NG C

ria,C

504 Maple Street • Murray, KY

(270) 753-4723

CALLOWAY
COUNTY
PUBLIC LIBRARY
710 Shun Street • 753-22/01

"A Festival of Lights" will continue through Monday, Dec. 29,
beginning at 6 p.m. each night by Murray-Calloway County Park
Parks and Recreation, along with Murray-Calloway County United
Way. "Christmas in The Park, showcasing local groups singing Christmas carols will be from 6 to 7 p.m. for "12 Days of Christmas"
through Dec. 17. Donations of $2 per carload or four to six non-perishable food items will be collected at Christmas in the Park. All proceeds will go to Need Line and Parks Department. For information
call 762-0325.

CHRISTMAS SALE
at

THE DOGWOOD POTTERY
Porcelain & White Stoneware

Friday, Dec. 19 - Sunday, Dec. 21
Noon until 5:30 p.m.
DIRECTIONS: From Murray take 94 East 6.5 miles to the Coastal
gas station. Turn right on Rte. 732, 5.2 miles to Old Newburg Road.
Turn left up hitt three-lei-1Mb of a mile to The Pottery sign: turn teft up
the drive and you're at The Pottery.

Pillow cases and totes:
sewing skills learned

Engagement

Stroud and James
Renee Steelman and Charles and Jane Stroud of Shelby, N.C.,
announce the engagement and approaching of their daughter, Rebecca Ellen Stroud, to Curtis Allen James, son of George and Sheila
James of Hazel.
Miss Stroud is the granddaughter of Aaron and Shirley Steelman
and Mrs. Evans Stroud, all of Shelby, N.C.
Mr. James is the grandson of James Euel and Brenda Erwin of
Hazel and Julia James Hall of Birmingham, Ala.
The bride-elect is a 2003 graduate of the University of North
Carolina at Charlotte. She is employed by Infinity Broadcasting Company.
The groom-elect is a 1999 graduate of Murray State University.
He is employed by US Smokeless Tobacco Co.
The wedding will be Saturday, Feb. 14, 2004, at 2 p.m. at Boling Springs Baptist Church, Boling Springs, N.C. A reception will
follow the ceremony.

I have seen measurement
The special gift at my
and special skills learned
home from Santa in
through using a sewing
2002 was a sewing
machine and putting a
machine.
garment or project
Megan has enjoyed
together," states Jo Farlearning to sew and
ley, Master Clothing
make items on the
Volunteer.
machine. She has loved
The class will be
learning to use the
taught by Master Clothattachment and practice
her -skills, She 'loves 'tak- 4-H Update ing Volunteers, Connie
Talent, Jo Farley and
ing classes with Mrs.- By Ginny
Ann Cash. These volunConnie and being able
Harper
teers have received
to use her machine.
Calloway
hours of instruction and
If you have a son or
County
have obtained expertise
daughter, like my Megan
Extension
who wants to learn to
Agent for 4-H in clothing construction
and in teaching others
sew, two 4-H sewing
Youth
sessions are available on Development this valuable life skill.
For more information
Jan. 2.
on 4-H please contact Ginny
The morning class from 9 to
Harper at 753-1452 or visit the
noon, youth will make a stanCalloway County Extension Serdard pillowcase for a pillow.
vice at 310 South 4th St., MurThe youth will learn to stitch
ray.
on the sewing machine and
The CallowayCounty Extenmake this simple item.
The afternoon class from I to sion Service will be closed
Christmas Day through Jan. 1
4 p.m., youth will make a simalong with the University of
ple draw string tote bag. Youth
Kentucky.
must have completed a previous
sewing project prior to Jan. 2.
Educational programs of the
The cost of the class and
material will be three dollars for Kentucky Cooperative Extension
Service serve all people regardthe morning class and four dolless of race, color, age, sex,
lars for the afternoon class.
To register call Connie Talent religion, disability, or national
origin. University of Kentucky,
—at-3-5-3-9894 or e-mail at ctalKentucky State University, U.S.
ent@wk.net. You may also call
Department of Agriculture, and
the Extension Office at 753Kentucky counties, cooperating.
1452. Limited spaces are available in each class. The deadline
to sign up is Wednesday. Dec.
24.
"Sewing is such a wonderful
Kim Pennington, a native of
skill for young people to have.
Murray and long-time resident of
As a retired math teacher, I've
Boston, Mass. will give a holiday
loved helping youth snake items
piano concert at Hickory Woods
that they will use. Math skills
Retirement Center, Murray, Monare strengthened through sewing.
day, Dec. 21 at 2 p.m.
Pennington, former faculty
member of Boston Conservatory

llospitalklenus
"Heart-Smart" is the program
for the menus in the cafeteria of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Anne Newberry, dietitian, said
the menus are designed following the guidelines of the American Heart Association and the
American Dietetic Association.
Menus, subject to occasional
change, for the week of Dec. 2228 have been released as follows:
Monday - *BBO chicken,
meat loaf, smoked sausage,
beans,
sauerkraut, 'green
mashed potatoes with gravy,
*glazed carrots, Wisconsin
cheese soup.
Tuesday - chicken strips,
liver and onions, 'fish filet
and
macaroni
almondine,
cheese, mashed potatoes with
gravy, *seasoned cabbage, corn
fritters, 'chicken noodle soup.
Wednesday - Domino's
pizza, swiss steak,'oven baked
chicken, 'new red potatoes,
"baby carrots, onion rings, broccoli spears, 'vegetable beef
and barley soup.
Thursday - "Merry Christmas" - smoked pork chop,
quarter,
chicken
•roasted
"baked potato, *seasoned broccoli casserole, green beans,
fried squash, *homestyle vegetable soup.
Friday - "Chinese Day" beef pepper steak, *szechwan
chicken, sweet and sour pork,
'lemon pepper chicken, *fluffy
rice, egg roll, 'stir fry vegetables, 'broccoli spears, potato
and bacon soup.
Saturday - 'crumb topped
fish filet, 'cabbage roll, pork
cutlet, 'black-eyed peas, 'turnip
greens, creamed corn, fried
okrarsoup of the day.
Sunday - 'roast turkey
breast, filsh filet sandwich, tender beef tips with noodles, corn
bread sage dressing, 'green
beans, onion rings, 'peas and
carrots, soup of the day.
(*denotes heat-sin10- selection)

ities in a stimulating environment.
The facility provides a program
of activities, showers, a quiet room,
a treatment room, and an on-duty
nurse -at all limes.
USDA approved meals and
snacks are also provided to those
adults participating in be program,
The Shared Care facility in Ben-

Photo provided

Steve Arant, instructor at Murray/Calloway County Area
Technical Center, and Chris Nelson of Western Kentucky
Construction Association-AGC, show the certificate received
from NCCER.

Technical center receives
special NCCER certificate
Murray/Calloway County Area
Technical Center, Carpentry Program has received a Certificate of
Accreditation from the National
Center of Construction Education
and Research (NCCER), a nationally recognized training organization.
Steve Arent, carpentry instructor for the local center, received
the certificate from Chris Nelson,
Safety and Education Director,
Western Kentucky Construction
Association-AGC (WKCA-AGC).
Through this accredited pro- -

gram students will be introduced
to the most up-to-date training
materials and instruction for careers
in the construction industry.
Upon successful completion of
the programs students will receive
completion certificates to enhance
their career opportunities.
These achievements are a great
example of the working partnership between local schools and
area industry to prepare students
for the future workforce in Western Kentucky.

Pennington will give concert at Hickory Woods

Shared Care in Benton to host event
BENTON, Ky. — The Benton
location of Shared Care, the adult
day care program offered by Murray-Calloway County Hospital
HomeCare, wilt host a holiday event
for the community in December.
On Tuesday, Dec. 23 from 9:30
a.m.. to 10:30 a.m.,_ the Benton
Shared Care will give the young
and those young at heart the opportunity to visit with Santa Claus.
Refreshments will be served and
everyone is invited to stop by and
visit the facility.
The Shared Care program gives
caregivers the opportunity to take
a break and offers elderly and disabled clients the opportunity to
socialize and participate in activ-
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ton is located at 84 Commerce
Blvd., behind Primary Care Medical Center of Benton.
The Center is open Monday
-through Friday. from. 730 am. 10
4:30 p.m. Courtesy visits for potential clients and families are available. For more information -or la
enroll, call 1-270-527-2325.

and Northeastern University, is
founder and artistic director of
Boston Bel Canto Opera and professional voice teacher in Boston.
A 1970 graduate of Murray
State University, he earned his
master's degree from Indiana University and did his doctoral study

at Boston University.
Pennington is a recording artist
for the Americus Records company label of Washington, D.C.
He is the son of Mts. Hilda
Pennington who resides at Hickory Woods in Murray and the late
Clinton Pennington.

Our Thanks To You...

MUM1Y8 NeWC61.

and Gift &home
•Green Leal-Candles & &wets
• Mary Engelbreit•Rune Decors
• Frill-Service Floriq

...For Allowing Us To Serve Your Insurance Needs
For The Past Five Years!

MCKINNEY INSURANCE SERVICES
"YOUR HOMETOWN INSURANCE.SOURCE"
AUTO - MOTORCYCLE.- RV - ATV - BOAT - JET SKI - HOME
104 N. 4th Street
{Next Door to Murray Shoe Repair)

753-3500
www.mckinneyins.com

1 Rita's Neat Repeats`
The Music Ministry of

Consignment Clothes
for
Men , Women & Children
• Atso:!formals, ltiedding,:Maternity & Nursing
•Costume Renta& - Homestead; 50s, Tacky Forma&
Open Mon - Sit 10 am -6 pm •605 S 12th St., Murray •(270)762-0207

Owner Rita 11'natt

First Baptist Church
presents

HYPNOSIS
The Holiday Season is a wonderful time of year for
most people, however, for some it can be a season
of loneliness, depression, and stress. We can help.
•Weight Control
'Smoking Cessation
•Overcoming Fears

•Anxiety/Stress/Worry
*Controlling Habits
*And Much More

Gift Certificates
2370 St. At. 45 N
Mayfield, KY
(at Park Square, 1/2 mile
North of Purchase Pkwy)

New Directions
Hypnotherapy

A

LOVE
WORTH

GIVING

270-247-NewMe
(6396)

Last Minute Gift Sale:

ALL

I
20°'°L
OFF!
Open Late Weeknights!
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sun. 1-5 p.m.

II Noah

Moll imports
UNIVERSITY PLAZA • CHESTNUT ST.

with Christmas Choir, Children's Choirs,
Handbell Choir & Orchestra

Sunday, December 21 at 6 p.m.
hie-changing

BAPTIST
FIRSTMurray,
Kentuck
203 Fourth Street • Murray
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Tigers get early gift
with season's first win
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
The start of the 2003-04 season for the Murray High boys'
basketball team has been like a damaged parcel you receive right before
Christmas.
The one that says fragile, yet
looks like it's been ran over by
a Mack truck.
While sporting an 0-4 record
heading into Friday night's game
with Reidland (2-5), the Tigers
were in dire need of some Christmas cheer.
They got it in the form of a
50-36 victory over the Greyhounds.
Tiger senior Mark Daniel did
his best Santa Clause impression
in handing out 12 points
eight
of which came in a crucial third
period — and eight rebounds.
Jordan Kelleher led Murray High
with 13 points, while Reidland's
Bryan Snow led all scorers with
16 points.
It was the third frame that saw
Murray hit a blistering 41-of-9 shots
from the floor and 2-of 3 -frombeyond the arc, -including a 3pointer from sophomore Zak Taylor that tickled the twine as the
clock expired to give the Tigers
a 41-28,,advantage
The last-second heave got MIES
head coach Dan Hudson's hands
clapping while echoing the words,
"That's what we needed right there."
It was what the Tigers needed,
as the momentum shifted away from
the Greyhounds.

with 1:18 left to play before halftime.
Kelleher answered with a 3Reidland
6
20
28
36
before halftime that gave
pointer
50
23
41
Murray
10
Murray a 23-10 lead. The Black
Reidland (36) — &Snow 16, M.Snow 6.
BurzynKsi 6. Gnmm 4, Clark 2, Jones 2.
and Gold closed out the first quarWilliams 0, Lassuer 0. Duncan 0, Belcher
ter up 10-6.
a FG: 10-25. 3-point FG: 1-4 (BurzynsThe win was especially imporki). FT: 15-21 Fouls: 13. Record: 2-5.
tant to Hudson. Unfortunately, the
Murray ,(50) — Kelleher 13. Daniel 12,
Erwin 9, Zirbel 7, Taylor 5, Masthay 4,
Tigers don't get much time to
Purdue 0, Jackson 0. FG: 20-42. 3-point
savor the victory. Murray was
FG:4-15(Kelleher 3, Taylor). FT:6-10. Fouls:
scheduled to play the Heath Pirates
17. Record: 1-4.
today at 1:30 p.m. at Graves CounMurray used an 18-8 run in ty High School.
the third quarter. Hudson said scor"I knew the guys were really
ing opportunities opened up for down coming into (Friday), and
Daniel when the Tigers forced Rei- we just needed to get something
dland to play man-to-man defense. done that was in our favor," Hud"They really had a tough time son noted. "One. thing that was
defending our post game, and 1 in our favor — we were healthy."
think it showed," Hudson added.
Reidland head coach Terry Van
Daniel attributed patience to his Meter saw the wheels falling off
outstanding performance Friday of his Greyhound wagon in that
night, and said that he-didn't want third quarter, but said that's been
to rush any of his shots.
the case a good portion of the
"I thought we handled ourselves year.
really well," Daniel explained."We
"We come out and don't play
showed patience and poise. I think team ball. We play individual ball
that was the key."
and take shots that we can't hit.
-Despite--playing with a make- That's the results of being 2-5.7_
shift lineup due to illnesses and
Kyle Erwin tacked on nine points
four straight losses, the 6-foot-6 for Murray, while Cory Zirbel finsenior believes this win will be a ished with seven. Taylor tossed in
big emotion boost for the Tigers, five and Tim Masthay added four.
and will get them going in the but also had eight rebounds, three
right direction.
assists and five steals in the win.
Murray held the Greyhounds to
Statically, Murray shot 20-of3-of-7 shooting from the field. 42 from the field and 6-of-10 from
Until that point, Reidland erased the free throw line. Their counan eight-point deficit and cut the terparts from Reidland were 10Tiger lead to one on two occa- of-25 from the floor for 40 persions. MHS held a 20-19 lead cent.
TIGERS 50
Reidland 36

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times photo

Murray High's Tim Masthay (32) guards Reidland's Matt Snow during Friday's prep boys'
action at MHS. The Tigers defeated the visiting Greyhounds 50-36 for their first win of
the 2003-04 season.

Georgia's
A-Rod on hold;
Racers are first of two
Evans is
Millwood stays put
for
unbeatens
No.
18
Pitt
first black
SEC AD
• ATHENS, Ga. (AP) — Georgia hired Damon Evans as its athletic director Friday — the first
black person to hold that job in
the Southeastern Conference.
Evans, 34, will take the position of his mentor, Vince Dooley,
who is being forced out of the
athletic director job and will retire
in June.
Evans, who was officially introduced Friday by school President
Michael Adams, will become the
youngest athletic director in the
SEC. His promotion from within
the athletic department *follows
months of controversy.
Evans was, "clearly the best
candidate for the University of
Georgia," Adams said. "I already
value him."
The SEC has been critici ied
for the pace of its minority hiring. Now, the appointment of Evans
comes less than three weeks after
the first black football coach in
the SEC was hired — Sylvester
Croom at Mississippi State.
Evans. from Gainesville, played
football for Georgia from 1988 to
1992, an era that included Dooley's final season as head coach.
Evans worked at the University of Missouri and the SEC office
before returning to Georgia.
-the choice may pacify Dooley's loyalists who are upset that
he was essentially forced into retirement. Dooley groomed Evans for
the job but had hoped to work a
few more years.
"I think it's the right decision,"
Dooley said. "It's a wise decision, a very wise decision."
Evans wanted to win the jot
on inait, n4=On= Trace:rand-tile_
has won it on merit," Dooley said.
Georgia football great Herschel
Walker, who resigned from a fundraising committee because of the
way Dooley was treated. -lauded
the hiring of Evans. particularl.
because of his ties to the school
"Damon is no doubt right f,,T
this job," he said.
Evans. currently the senior associate athletic director for internal
affairs under Dooley. accepted
handshakes and congratulations
Thursday night as he watched the
Georgia basketball team beat South
Alabama 65-63. The other final
ists for the job dropped out.

PITTSBURGH (AP) — That
South Florida, and attendance was
Racers at Pittsburgh
supposedly soft field for Pitt's
low. By the end of the season,
When: Today,
holiday tournament is suddenly
Pitt and Kent State played deep
6 p.m. (CST)
looking a lot tougher.
into
the NCAA tournament.
What: Pittsburgh
Pitt will play currently unbeatPitt's first two games in the
Holiday Classic
Where: Peterson It ACEIRIS
en teams in the final two games
tournament, against Georgetown
Murray State
Events Center;
of the loosely configured Hob(Ky.) College and Chicago.State,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
daY Hoops Classic, which wraps
drew the two smallest crowds
Records: MSU
up with tripleheaders Saturday
since the 12,500-seat Petersen
(8-0), Pitt (9-0)
and Monday at the Petersen
Events Center opened last seaRadio: WNBS
(1130 AM), VALE
Events Center.
son. Both crowds were less than
After No. 18 Pitt (9-0) plays
7,000.
Murray State (8-0) on Saturday has beaten Northwestern, MisThe other games Saturday are
night, the Panthers return Mon- sissippi and Miami.
Wagner vs. Georgetown (Ky.) at
day night to take on Florida
The two games will give the I p.m. EST and Florida State
State (9-0). Both games start at Panthers a better idea of how good vs. Chicago State at '4 p.m.
7 p.m. EST.
the defending Big East Confer- Georgetown, an NAIA semifi"It's funny," Pitt coach Jamie ence tournament champions are nalist last season, took Pitt to
Dixon said. "I tried to tell peo- as the conference season the final minute before losing
ple how good this tournament approaches.
79-74 Monday.
was. ... It's not a surprise with
On Monday, Wagner meets
"We need some tests before
Murray State. We knew how expe- January," guard Julius Page said. Chicago State at 1 p.m. and
rienced they would be and how "We'll really get to see where Murray State plays Georgetown
good they would be. We knew we stand right now. These two College in an all-Kentucky game
Florida State was going to be teams are playing great basket- at 4 p.m. Georgetown, an NAIA
very good."
ball. We'll see how we handle power for the last two decades,
None of the three teams has a tough opponent."
hopes to get the school's first
beaten a tanked opponent. Pitt's
Dixon said the tournament is victory against a Division I school
hest victory is over Alabama, reminiscent of the University during the tournament. •
while Murray State has beaten Hoops Classic at Robert Morris
Wagner plays twice on Pitt's
Western Kentucky, Southern Mis- two years ago. At the time, no home court, but is the only team
sissippi, Texas Christian and one thought much of a field that in the six-team field that won't
Southern Illinois. Florida State included Pitt, Kent State and play the Panthers.

NEW YORK (AP) — While
teams waited and wondered if
Boston, Texas and Alex Rodriguez
would strike a deal, other clubs
and players made a flurry of moves
Friday ahead of two big offseason deadlines.
Scott Boras, the shortstop's
agent, said he would remain in
New York until at least Saturday,
trying to ascertain if the proposed
swap of baseball's only $20 million-a-year players still had a
chance.
"I don't really have an indication," Boras said. "I just know
they're talking."
Red Sox president Larry Lucchino, who said Thursday the proposed trade of Manny Ramirez for
A/Rod had collapsed, insisted his
team had stopped its efforts to
acquire the shortstop.
"There really is nothing going
on that I'm aware of. None of us
have had any conversations with
Texas," Lucchino said before leaving Boston for the holidays. "I'm
on my way to visit family and
hope to put this behind me."
Asked whether talks will continue with the Red Sox, owner
John Henry gave an elliptical reply.
"Sorry ... nothing new to report,"
he said in an e-mail sent to The

Associated Press.
Right-hander Kevin Millwood
made the biggest announcement Friday, saying he had accepted the
Philadelphia Phillies'offer of salary
arbitration.
"I wanted to play in Philly. It
wasn't a tough decision," Millwood said.
Millwood, who made $9.9 million in his first season with the
Phillies, had been seeking a fiveyear contract worth about $15 million per season.
By accepting the offer, he is
considered to be a signed player
under baseball's rules.
If the sides can't work out an
agreement, his salary would be
determined by an arbitration panel
in February.
The Phillies already have added
All-Star closer Billy Wagner, who
will make $8 million in 2004, and
starter Eric Milton, due to make
$9 million.
Millwood will anchor a rotation that includes Randy Wolf,
Vicente Padilla, Milton and Brett
Myers.
Left-hander- Gabe White was
the only other player to accept
among the 25 free agents offered
arbitration Dec. 7, returning to the
New York Yankees.

Fitch providing offense for UK

Senior guard Gerald Fitch lets go ot his
emotions during the closing seconds of
last week's win over Michigan State. Fitch
leads the No. 1 Wildcats in scoring at 20.4
points per game.

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — For a player who's leading the nation's second-ranked
basketball team in scoring, Gerald Fitch
has kept a surprisingly low profile. But
those days may be nearing an end.
The 6-3 senior guard
from Macon. Ga., has
answered a queAion
many obsepiers had
before the season: Who
would fill the scoring
void left by the deparlure of three kcy p
ers, including third-team All-America
selection Keith Bogans?
Fitch, the Southeastern Conference player of week, is fifth in the league in seoring average at 20.4 points per game,
heading into Kentucky's game with lndiana (4-3) on Saturday in Indianapolis.
The other four Kentucky starters each
have a double-figure scoring average, but
all say that Fitch has emerged as the
Wildcats' go-to guy. That's a sentiment
shared by Kentucky coach Tubby Smith.
"If I were scouting us, I'd pot a star
by his name, because he can score in a
lot of ways." Smith said. "Gerald's got
a complete game right now. He's.gpinA

to be the focal point, but not by a wide
margin."
Fitch has started all but 14 of his 103
games with the Wildcats, but on the
offensive end, he's served until this season as a self-described "role player"
behind past Kentucky standouts like
Bogans and Tayshaun Prince.
"I'm finally able to be one of the
main guys," Fitch said. "It's been worth
the wait and it's a lot of fun."
• Fitch averaged 12.3 points per game
last season, but has 'scored 20 or more
points three times this season for the 50 Wildcats, including a career-high 36
points in a 108-81 win over Tennessee
Tech.
Fitch scored 25 points, hit 4 of 6 3point attempts and made 3 of 4 free
throws in the final seconds last Saturday
in a 79-74 win over Michigan State. That
performance came on the, heels of one
of his worst shooting outings ever, a Ifor-11 effort in a 52-50 win over UCLA
in which he scored only five points.
"He really bounced back the right
,way," Smith said.
Fitch is fourth in the SEC in 3-point
percentage (44.1) and has respectable

shooting percentages from the field (49.3)
and free-throw line (73.1). He's also averaging only one turnover per game, tops
among Kentucky starters.
Smith said Fitch's shooting successes
— and failures — can easily be explained.
"Gerald has been a good shdoter ever
since he's been here," Smith said. "I
have said all along, when he takes good
shots, he is as good of a shooter as
there is. When he takes bad shots, he is
as bad of a shooter as there is. As long
as he under-Stan& and takes gond shots,
we're going to do what we can to see
that he gets opportunities."
Fitch has done a good job this season of what point guard Cliff Hawkins
calls "picking and choosing his spots,"
something Hawkins said comes with experience.
"As long as he gets an open. look at
the basket, it's going to go in for him,"
Hawkins- said. "He's polished his game
and he's a complete player."
Fitch said that is important for a player that aspires to 'go-to' status.
"You just have to make adjustments
and find different ways to hurt the other
team.
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No breaks for Cardinals in off-week Judge sends
By CHRIS DUNCAN
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The
Louisville Cardinals have dealt
with two tragedies, knocked off
top-ranked Florida and passed
through final exams in the last
week and a half.
Their reward from Coach Rick
Pitino?
A week of two-a-day practices.
"It's time to pay for all the
__ fame and, the .spotlight'... We're.
earning it right now," senior forward Luke Whitehead said Friday.
But Pitino doesn't want to take
any chances heading into Saturday's game against Austin Peay
(3-4), the team the Cardinals
defeated 86-64 in the first round
of last year's NCAA tournament.
The Governors have all five
starters back while Louisville (41) has only two players back who
started that game — Whitehead
and point guard Taquan Dean.
"They're pretty much the same
team, a veteran team that plays
outstanding defense. They don't
beat themselves, they have terrific talent," Pitino said. "If we
don't execute well at the offensive and defensive end, we will
lose."
Pitino said his team was emotionally drained after its 73-65
win over then-No. 1 Florida last
Saturday.
Earlier last week, the Cardinals learned the brother of leading scorer Francisco Garcia had
been shot and killed in New York
City. After the game, they found
out that Ellis Myles' father had

Austin Peay at Loulevillis
Date: Today
Tipoff: 1 pm CST
Hall
Freedom
Site
Louisville, Ky

Series record: Louisville
leads 3-0

Last meeting: Louisville
86. Austin Peay 64,
March 21, 2003, NCAA
Tournament, first round
in Birmingham, Ala
Coaches: Dave Loos
(201-185, 14th season.
293-238, 18th season

/fir

moral.Ain& Piltay, RiCk
Nino (48-21. third season, 400-145, 18th
season overall), Louisville
Radio/Television: WDRB-TV, with Don Russell and Bob Valvano, University of Louisville
Radio Network, with Paul Rogers and Doug
Ormay

Probable Starting Lineups:
Austin Peay: F -Adrian hlennmg, 136 ppg,
7 rpg; C-Josh Lewis, 11.4 ppg, 79 rpg, GCorey Gipson, 7.3 ppg. 2.3 rpg. G-Anthony Davis, 12.1 ppg, 3.7 rpg; G-Rhet Wierzba, 4 ppg, 2.4 rpg.
F-Luke Whitehead, 14.4 ppg,
10.2 rpg; F-Francisco Garcia, 19.4 ppg, 4.6
rpg; C-Kendall Dartez, 6 4 ppg, 5.2 rpg; GTaquan Dean, 11 ppg, 4,2 rpg; 0-Larry
O'Bannon, 9ppg, 3 rpg.

died in California.
The fall semester at Louisville
ended Dec. 8 and Pitino said most
of the players finished their final
exams on Monday.
Pitino said he's focused on
offensive execution in practices this
week — even though the Cardinals lead Conference USA in assistto-turnover ratio (1.25 per game).
"We've worked on our passing because this is a team (Austin
Peay) that gets out in the passing lanes and denies the ball a
great deal," Pitino said.
The Cardinals committed only
12 turnovers and held Austin Peay
to 2-for-21 shooting from 3-point
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SCOREBOARD

potential
witnesses
home

range in last season's meeting.
Sponsored By
"It was very close, except for
a couple of spurts we had," said
Whitehead, who had 20 points
and II rebounds in the game.
"They played us neck-to-neck."
The rematch was a last-minute
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
addition to Louisville's schedule
_
"Your more than one company agency"
and has a benevolent twist to it.
EAGLE, Colo.(AP) — Putting
753-8355
Of the guarantee Louisville will off testimony at a key hearing in
David Bing 901 Sycamore
pay Austin Peay for the game, the Kobe Bryant case, the trial
PRO SPORTS SCOREBOARD
$10,000 will be donated to the judge sent witnesses home Friday
Marques Maybin Medical Fund. and met privately with attorneys
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
National Football League
East
All Times CST
Austin Peay is located - in. arguing over whether the -medical
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
home.Clarksville, Tenn., Maybin's
11
history of the woman accusing
East
Dallas
ci
5
town.
the NBA star of rape should be
Washington
9
England
12
2
0
y-New
Maybin, who played for allowed as evidence.
NY Giants
4
10
0
8
6
MIAMI
0
South
6
8
0
Buffalo
Louisville from 1997-2001, has
Attorneys for both sides left
NY Jets
6
8
0
been recuperating at home since the courthouse without comment
0
9
5
South
y Carolina
7
7
0
7
New Orleans
a motorcycle accident in August after the closed-door session ended
11
3
7
7
0
0
Tampa Bay •
x-Indianapolis
left him paralyzed from the waist Friday, night. Bryant then returned
0
4
Atlanta
11
0
3
Tennessee
10
5
9
0
North
Houston
down. He did not have medical to Los Angeles, but did not arrive
10
Jacksonville
4
0
insurance at the time of the crash. at the Staples Center until the
Green Bay
6
0
North
Minnesota
8
6
0
The Daniel Pitino Foundation start of the second quarter against
Chicago
8
0
Cincinnati
6
0
6
8
will donate an additional $5,000 Denver.
Detroit
4
Baltimore
0
10
0
6
8
Pittsburgh
West
5
9
to his medicalfund. The foundation
The outcome of the medical
4
10
Cleveland
0
is named for Pitino's infant son, history issue before state District
It
3
0
y St Louis
West
8
6
0
Seattle
who died of a congenital heart Judge Terry Ruckriegle could play
6
0
y-Kansas City
San Francisco
8
12
2
0
problem while Pitino was coach- a huge role at trial: The defense
Denver
9
Anzona
3
11
0
5
0
4
10
Oakland
0
ing at Providence in the 1980s.
hopes to argue the woman had
11
x-clinched playoff spot
3
San Diego
0
Whitehead played with May- mental problems that could have
y-cliriched division
Games
Saturday's
season
bin during the 2000-01
clouded her perception of what
Saturday. Dec. 27
Atlanta at Tampa Bay, 12 30 pm
and spoke with him by phone on happened between the two in a
Kansas City at Minnesota 4 p m
Buffalo at New England, 12 30 p.m
NY
Jets
7
30
p
m
Seattle at San Francisco, 4 p.rn
New
England
at
Friday.
Colorado hotel room last June.
Philadelphia at Washington. 7 30 p m
Sunday's Games
spirits
like
his
"He sounded
Bryant, 25, has insisted they
Sunday, Dec. 28
Miami at Buffalo. Noon
St. Louis at Detroit, Noon
NY Giants at Dallas, Noon
were good," Whitehead said. "1 had consensual sex.
N.Y. Jets at Miami, Noon
Detroit at Carolina. Noon
felt good after I got off the phone
Rucicriegle asked attorneys on
Chicago at Kansas City. Noon
Washington at Chicago. Noon
Jacksonville at Atlanta, Noon
Tennessee at Houston. Noon
with him. He sounded like the same both sides to spell out in briefs
Indianapolis at Houston, Noon
Cincinnati al St. Louis, Noon
old Marques."
medical
whether
the
Tampa
Bay at Tennessee, Noon
due Jan. 9
Baltimore at Cleveland. Noon
Dallas at New Orleans, Noon
New Orleans at Jacksonville, Noon
Pitino said he expected Joshua history should be allowed. The
Cleveland at Cincinnati. Noon
San Diego at Pittsburgh, 3.05 p.m
Tinch to begin practicing with his issue will be taken up again at a
Carolina at N.Y. Giants, 3:05 p.m.
Arizona at Seattle, 3:15 pm
Minnesota at Anzona. 3:05 p.m.
San Francisco at Philadelphia. 3 15 p in
team on Monday. Tinch is a receiv- Jan. 23 hearing.
Denver at Green Bay, 3:15 p.m.
Denver at Indianapolis, 730 pm
er on the Louisville football squad,
Oakland at San Diego, 3:15 p.m
"I want the opportunity to reflect
Monday's Game
Pittsburgh at Baltimore, 7:30 p.m.
Green Bay at Oakland. 8 p.m
which finished its season in the on it," he said.
End Regular Season
GMAC Bowl on Thursday night.
David Lugert, a defense attorney and former prosecutor, said
the trial's slow pace suggested a
long paper fight was coming.
"The case is going sideways,"
restaurant organizes a worldwide Lugert said.
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. (AP)
He was a starting linebacker in
Prosecutors and attorneys for — Andy Hall led Delaware to its 1979 when Delaware won the Divitoast to Caray.
DePorter plans to ask fans for the woman say her medical his- first NCAA Division !-AA. title sion II title, the school's only other
ideas on how best to banish the tory should remain out of public Friday night, throwing two touch- championship.
view. They urged the judge to down passes to David Soler in
ball.
While coach at Division III
"Harry Caray was a true Cubs hold any arguments about the issue the Blue Hens' 40-0 victory over Rowan, Keeler's teams readied the
fan, and we think he'd want us behind closed doors, and he agreed. Colgate.
championship five times but never
Among those subpoenaed by
to do whatever we can to make
Delaware (15-1) recorded the won.
it easier for fans to put this thing the defense to appear Friday were only shutout ever and biggest marKeeler brought in some Divithe accuser's mother and a for- gin of victory in I-AA championship sion I-A transfers to give Delaware
behind us," he said.
Cubs fan Steve Bartman deflect- mer friend, Lindsey McKinney, game history.
an immediate boost, and one of
ed -the ball in Game b. of the whe_ has,sai,c( the ,woman tried ._ to -, Blue Hens _coach. K_C. Keeler_ ,those. was friajt,.who left.Creorgia
National League championship kill herself twice this year.
delivered- on his promise to com- Tech in search of more playing time.
The woman's father, who was pete for championships when he Hall, a senior, was I2-of-20 for
series on Oct. 14. The ball appeared
headed for the glove of Cubs nut- not subpoenaed, spent the day sit- was hired two years ago. After 183- yards and.ran 12_ times for
fielder Moises Aloti, but he War ting in the gallery, 20 feet away- -alL -he -b-a-d-tiferity of experience 36 yards. = unable to catch it after it rico- from Bryant.
playing and coaching in title games.
cheted off Barman's hand.

The Insurance Center
of Murray

Delaware wins 1-AA title

Badman ball awaits destruction
Titans
CHICAGO (AP) — Here's one
way
to try to end the Cubs' curse:
riding hobbled Destroy
the ball that was in the
middle of one of the team's most
heartbreaking defeats.
McNair
That's exactly what Grant
•
DePorter wants to do.
once again
DePorter,a friend of Harry Caray
and managing partner of the late
HOUSTON (AP) — As much
broadcasters' area restaurants, paid
as Titans owner Bud Adams might
$106,600 at auction Friday for the
relish earning.a Super BowL,ring.
foul-ball that disrupted- the,Cubst
in his hometown, coach Jeff Fishpossible run to the World Series.
er insists there's been no such
"We want to create some clopressure.
sure to the way the season ended,"
"He didn't say 'Two games in
DePorter said.
Houston or else," Fisher joked
The ball is to be destroyed in
this week.
an act of exorcism. It is earmarked
The former Oilers make their
for death on Feb. 26, when the
second return to Houston since
heading for Tennessee after the
1996 season, and for the second
time there's a lot on the line.
Where last year they needed to
What are you doing over your Christmas break?
beat the Texans to secure homeHow about having some fun with us at the
field advantage in the postseason,
on Sunday the Titans (10-4) need
a win just to guarantee a playoff
spot and a chance to return for
the Super Bowl on Feb. I.
"This is our biggest game of
the year without a question," Fishat Elm Grove baptist Church gym
er said.
located in Elm Grove on Hwy. 94 East
Adding to the degree of difficulty will be Tennessee's probBASEBALL
BASKETBALL
lems at quarterback. Backup Billy
Saturday, Jan. 3
Monday, Dec. 22
Volek shined in a 28-26 victory
over Buffalo as star Steve McNair's
10 a.m.-Noon
10 a.m.-Noon
43-game streak ended with injuries
for Grades 14
for Ages 9-13 led by
to his left ankle and right calf.
led by Benji Kelly Mitch & Rick Grogan
But Volek was lost for the seaCome and bring your friends!
son with a lacerated spleen.
The Texans won't get too conFor more information, contact
fident if McNair starts, as expectJoetta Kelly at 753-1854.
ed, despite missing practice during the week. He was 5-0 at the
end of last season despite not
practicing because of injuries, and
he's renowned for excelling in
pain.
Plus, the injury-depleted Texans'
defense ranks 31st overall and
against the pass, and a healthy
McNair had his finest game as

First Baptist Church
Sports Camps

Improving Home Improvement

Today and Tomorrow Only

0/0

0

Give A Gift
That Anyone Would
Love To Open.

Off

Hand Held Power Tools
Bench Top and
Stationary Power Tools
Cordless Combo Kits
MARK HUMPHREY/AP

Tennessee Titans quarterback
Neil O'Donnell runs a play during his first day back with
the team on Thursday, in
Nashville. Getting O'Donnell
became a necessity after
starting quarterback Steve
McNair injured his ankle and
backup Billy Volek suffered
a lacerated spleen, leaving
rookie Jason Gesser, as the
only healthy quarterback.

It the ideal Chnsonas gift for those who love the hand-crafted quality of
prized collectible. Its a Case knife - the most collected knife in the world.
Stop by now for a good selection of knives that people love to open
not iust on Christmas Day, but day the. day after day

W.R.CAst,&Son GUTLLOY GO.
Cur= Kravis Sera MA

Offer does not include hand tools, specialty tools. air compressors, wet dry vacs,
special order sales, paint tools. plumbing tools, flooring tools, lawn and garden tools, welders,
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Outdoors
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Winter elevation occurs on area lakes
I think the last storm front stairied- waters during he winter
- except when we sauger
passed through so tinickly that monthSthere wasn't any accumulation of fish below the dams. '
In the lakes, look for clear water
water in this end of the Tennessee
and the wannest spots within the
Valley's chain of lakes.
We are back down to bottom area. Minnows and jigs, or a sinwinter elevation now. Hopefully, gle version of each, will usually
it will remain at this level for a draw a strike for you. Sometimes
the bites are son slight they are
couple of months.
The constant difficult to detect, especially on a
fluctuation has windy day.
Watch closely so you can see
kept the sauger
and - -crappie all of the strike! When the strike
up zone is small — such as during
stirred
enough that they wintertime and cold fronts — refine
are suspending your presentations.
Pay close attention to the strike
out away from
prepared zonCi because they- wilt change
the
throughout the day as the waters
stake beds.
isn't turn warm. The sunlight becomes
This
Fishing always a told direct, and it will set up slight Cara Lynch shows off one
because currents that can change the zone. of the big bass she caught
loss
Line
some anglers can Be prepared to adjust lures and tech- while on a fishing trip with
By Jerry
find and catch niques in order to increase your her family and Ledger & Times
Maupin
suspended crap- catch.
columnist Jerry Maupin.
Outdoors
We try to stay in the clear to
pie. They have
Construct your design from wood
Columnist
experimented lightly-stained waters whenever
PVC. Then use the concrete
arid
the
not,
or
to possible. Believe it
enough
blocks as anchors to hold in posiretain
and
warmer
are
waters
stained
catching
at
become proficient
tion what you create.
enough fish to bring home and claim heat longer than the clear waters
All species of fish use the areas
who
people
of
lot
do. I know a
bragging rights for the day.
where these materials are placed
true!
it's
but
this,
understand
don't
perhave
that
skies
The cloudy
This is the season when fish because the algae, moss and other
sisted a week or more could cause
will anchor on them. This
the lake temperature to fall a few attractors, stake beds, rock piles plants
a new habitat for many
creates
worth
their
make
begin
like
the
and
need
don't
really
We
degrees.
more
aquatic life.
of
species
known. As the waters cool, conthis to happen right now.
our best bluegill areas
of
Some
to
begin
We need the mid-40 degree tem- centrations of crappie
beds that are made
crappie
the
are
numbecause
themselves
enlarge
through
us
with
stay
peratures to
stakes.
of
at least January. This way, we can bers mean warmer waters around
Hopefully, we can have a few
have these crappie band together each fish.
without these strong winds.
days
food,
for
areas
the
share
Fish
schools.
in larger
force us to stay within the
They
I noticed earlier in the week shelter and warmth each winter.
of the bays. Often times,
confines
that we are almost back to a half They often become more catchwill not bite in those
crappie
the
larggrow
numbers
their
as
able
a
with
us
moon. This presents
bays.
major feeding time, which runs Dec. er.
I have been seeing the gulls
We have been experimenting
23-29. There is a dawn and dusk
a widespread area of Barkley
over
can
that
materials
different
with
but
time frame through Dec. 27,
the best time for each day does serve as fish detractors for many and Kentucky lakes. It's as if there
not_ begin until _about .2._ p.m.. The years.. We have narroweS1 our ward' are not huge flocks of.them here
time frame lasts until dark on down to concrete PVC and hard just yet.
Below both Barkley and Kenwooden stakes. Treelaps, or tree
Tuesday.
WetInCsdays, Thursdays and Fri- limb brushpiles are great for only- tucky dams, we have_ found only
days have been the beii times. Those a short while. Then they decay a couple dozen working the- boils
for shad. That means there are
times begin at noon each day. Sat- into nothing.
The permanent and semi-per- still a lot of miles of open water
urday and Sunday have much better times — ranging from 6:30- manent materials are the ones to that they can feed better in than
8:30 a.m. on Saturday to 7:30-9 use. You can become as creative they can here.
The depth that the crappie feed
as you like. The main thing to
a.m. on Sunday.
We all know that cold muddy remember and abide by is that in best is 12 to 15 feet. The tubes
water presents one of the tough- you should use only non-contam- and hair jigs are doing just fine.
est fishing conditions an angler inated materials that cannot become The roadrunner jig head is still
the best. The colors range from
can face. We always try to avoid a biological hazard.

Barry, Kateland and Caleb Turner pose with a sample of their striper catch during an outing last summer on Kentucky Lake.

Pat (left) and Jenny Tribble pose with Ledger & Times columnist Jerry Maupin after the
three caught these stripers during a late-summer outing.
Chartreuse pink, blue, white, yellow and brown.
We are really looking forward
to a good winter season with the
crappie and sauger. Our fall supply is wearing thin. We need to

of you have bestowed upon me
refill some empty freezer space.
I would like to take this oppor- throughout the year. It helps me
tunity to wish each of you a Merry strive harder to write what you enjoy
Christmas, and may the new year reading!
be one to your liking. I truly . Merry Christmas, and have a
appreciate the nice comments some Happy Fishing New Year!

Timely holiday shopping advice for busy hunters
nice gold elk-head pendant with a
a router to build new cabinets for room.
rack, and possibly even real
big
would
scrutiny
of
amount
This
the kitchen, you still had better
come up with that perfect gift or be akin to duck hunters selecting diamonds for eyes. No matter how
the Holidays around your place which duck to shoot based on how convincingly the salesperson swears
much the duck puckers before set- your wife or girlfriend will love
will be arctic indeed.
it, resist with all your might.
On the whole, men are not good tling down onto the water.
Look at the cover of Cosmo.
So if you want to go hunting
at this sort of thing. We are hunters,
anytime during the next _millenni- Seen any moose-head pendants on
not gatherers.
As hunters, we are charged with um, my advice can be summed those girls lately?
Leave your camo jacket and
bringing home the bacon (literal- up in one word: Jewelry! And not
Fudd hat in the truck, then
Elmer
know
Women
either.
stuff,
fake
the
effias
short
as
time
in
a
ly)
ciently possible with the least the real thing like you know a ask the sales ladies behind the
counter what kind of things women
expenditure of energy. Women, on drake from a suzie.
Take diamonds for instance. A like for Christmas — in a certain
the other hand, are accustomed to
gathering (shopping), going from man will buy a piece of broken price range, of course.
Don't ask the store manager.
place to place to find that perfect glass thinking it's a diamond. He'll
morsel without regard for time, even buy a fake diamond as if He'll try to unload those gold
no one would have the slightest deer-head pendants that were left
distance or cost.
That's why men will run into suspicion at a cubic zirconia the over from last year.
And be careful that you don't
the sporting goods store on Christ- size of a moose's proboscis.
Along with diamonds,think gold. fall for certain traps that are sure
mas Eve, pick out a camouflaged
nighty for the "little woman," and If you can combine the gold and to be strewn in your path. Traps
just hope it fits. A woman will the diamonds, so much the better. such as the "let's just buy somespend weeks — if not months — But here's where a fellow has to thing for the house this year," or
at Hallmark reading every line of be careful. Wearing camouflage "let's not go overboard on gifts
every Christmas card to choose into a jewelry store is an imme- this year for each other."
These traps have been the downnot only a proper and meaningful diate tip-off to the staff that a
fall of more men than Eve could
verse, but a color combination that sucker has entered the building.
They'll want to show you a ever have imagined. Loosely transmatches the drapes in the family
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good of the sporting goods industry — not to mention your local
jeweler — take at least one morning or afternoon off to visit the
local gold and diamond store.
It doesn't matter if you get
bracelets, earrings, necklaces, rings
or pendants — just make sure the
diamonds are real and that the
gold goes clear to the bone.
Most importantly, don't bring
home anything that will remind
her of all that time you spend
out hunting.
Happy gathering!

"Your Full-Service Primary
Eyecare Provider"

McKee!
Equipment Co., Inc.
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lated, these phrases mean, "I'm
not going to spend much on you
this year, but you had better have
the good sense to get me something big and expensive if you
ever want to go hunting again."
Of course there's always furniture — from a pricey, "don't-siton-this" type of store. It's not from
Crazy Bob's Slightly Irregular Discount Furniture Warehouse and
Used Tire store.
Furniture raises other questions,
such as matching the paint or carpet or paneling. You might even
upset the fragile balance of Fung
Shui, sending the universe spiraling haplessly into chaos. That's
the beauty of gold and diamonds
— they only come in two colors:
Gold and clear.
Yes, my left brain is aware of
the subtle nuances of gold and
the actual shading of diamonds.
But in the right brain area —
which is significantly more pronounced in hunters — gold is gold
and diamonds are clear.
So for your own good and the

o
r
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Gentlemen, I shouldn't have to
be telling you the facts of life by
now.
You all should have learned it
in school, or at
least from some
older neighborhood kid. But
apparently some
of you have forgotten what you
learned, or perhaps
never
learned at all.
So here it is:
In The
The facts of life
as embarrassingField
ly blunt as I can
By Kenny
put it.
Darnell
If you want
to continue huntOutdoors
ing, you have to
Columnist
buy your wife or
a
girlfriend
Christmas present. A "good" Christmas present, at that. No lawnmowers, no chainsaws, no power
tools.
Even if she tells you she needs
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Library in New York. He went to the
Library of Congress for a copy of
the original sheet music and located
the old church organ in Tallahassee,
Fla.
Pierpont, who lived from 1822 to
1893, was said to be a wanderer
who ran away to sea at 14 and later
went to California during the Gold
Rush. During the Civil War,
Pierpont joined a Confederate cavalry regiment in Savannah, bucking
the staunch abolitionist views of his
family.
His other songs included several
touting the Confederate cause, with
titles such as "We Conquer Or Die"
and "Strike For The South." But

•See Page 2B
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Home Videos
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ITIQ Wanted Live
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WSIL-ABC

WTVF-CBS 5 5

Pierpont. He soon tracked down the
writer's full name.
Rahn already had found letters
John Pierpont Jr., the church's pastor from 1852 to 1858, had written
home to Medford saying his brother,
James, had come to Savannah as an
organist and music teacher. Further
research found the composer had
married in Savannah in 1857 weeks
before he copyrighted "Jingle
Bells."
'1 said to my wife and daughter,
'This is something that's like paydirt,— Rahn said. "I saw this as
something to help. ,!JS get publicity_
for the church."
Rahn dove into Pierpont's past.
His search took him from Pierpont's
grave in Savannah's Laurel Grove
Cemetery to the Pierpont-Morgan

Eight Legged Freaks (20021 Making Arthur 2 Rocks
[Inside the NFL -3;', Rebels Oakland
(2002)'PG-13. Movie: 'City by the Sea-Fr On Set
Can
You
Men
'Catch
***
Movie:
'NR!
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Smash Hits

Source: "Stories Behind the Best-Loved Songs of Christmas" by Ace Collins

Movie: -Inhabited"(2003)•PG-13'I
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TO Jakes Star

By The Associated Press
Lyrics to the song "Jingle Bells,- published in 1857 by James
Pierpont:
Dashing through the snow in a one-horse open sleigh
Through thefields we go laughing all the way.
Bells on bob tail ring making spirits bright
Whatfun it is to ride and sing a sleighing song tonight.
(Chorus)
Jingle bells, jingle bells, jingle all the way!
Oh, whatfun it is to ride in a one horse open sleigh, 0
Jingle bells,jingle hells,jingle all the way!
Oh, whatfun it is to ride in a one-horse open sleigh.
A day or two ago I thought Id take a ride
And soon Miss Fanny Bright was seated by my side;
The horse was lean and lank, misfortune seemed his lot,
He got into a drifted bank and there we got upsot.
(Chorus)
A day or two ago. the story I must tell
1 went out on the snow and on my back 1fell;
A gent was riding by in a one-horse open sleigh
He laughed at me as 1 there sprawling laid but quickly drove away.
(Chorus)
Now the ground is white, go it while you're young,
Take the girls along and sing this sleighing song.
Just bet a bob-tailed bay, two-forty, as his speed.
Hitch him to an open sleigh and crack! You'll take the lead
(Chorus)

Restore

COURT

WTBS

Lyrics to 'Jingle Bells'

Car

Paid
Paid
Paid
44 33 30 23 Paid
Stnke .I
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65 32 50
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JPaid
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Paid
66 61
Paid

SPIKE

By RUSS BYNUM
Associated Press Writer
SAVANNAH, Ga. (AP). -Dashing in the sun, through oaks
and Spanish moss/ Sleigh riding's
no fun, when there's no snow to
cross...
Could "Jingle Bells" really be a
song of the South?
It's not hard to see why balmy
Savannah has a tough time selling
the Christmas carol as a native creation. Or why the claim makes folks
in Medford, Mass. — hometown of
the song's composer — cry humbug.
This much is known for sure:
James Pierpont was the organist at
Savannah's Unitarian Universalist
Church in 1857 when he copyrighted the song "One Horse Open
Sleigh," a title later changed to
"Jingle Bells."
Arguably the most popular
American Christmas song, "Jingle
Bells" made Pierpont a pre-Civil
War one-hit wonder. But did he
write it here as a piece of homesick,
holiday nostalgia? Or did he compose it years before in Medford, not
seeing the tune as a moneymaker
until he drifted south?
"No one really knows where he
was when he wrote it — that's the
rub," said Constance Turner,
Pierpont's great-granddaughter in
Coronado, Calif. "Evidently James
was quite the free-spirit and he published some bad songs and one, at
least, we know of that's a very good
song."
Medford,just outside Boston, got
to claim the carol without challenge
until 1969 when Milton Rahn, a
Savannah Unitarian, revealed he'd
linked the song's composer to
coastal Georgia.
Rahn had been researching the
church's Savanna roots years earlier when the epiphany struck. Rahn
was listening to his daughter play
"Jingle Bells" at the piano when he
glanced at the sheet music and
noticed the composer's name: J.
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Sponge Amanda Robot Arnold
Homes If Walls House Curb
Sensible
Design
Kitchen Room Design DesignReal TV Real TV Real TV Real TV
lf.
Highlander
Star Trek Gen.
Star Trek Gen.
Seirdeld
Horn- 4,HornDrew
Cosby FreshPr FreshPr Harvey Harvey Drew
Dragon
TransJustice
Totally Gundam
Ed, Edd Ed. Edd Power- Power- Grim
Stereo)
(In
Profiler
Closing Arguments
Yakkity Oddper- Garcia

The Center

BET

67 39

BET Now

-CMTV-

70 4

HBO

NI 1 51

Smash Hits of Country
Movie Movie: *** "Deceived-(1991)'PG-13' Night

MAX

716 72 54

SHOW

7% 73 52

Newly-

Newly-

Murder-Wrote

Rap City: Tha Bassrnent

Office Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9 om-6prr
Walk-Ins Welcome

(270) 753-2007
211 Maple St., Murray
a,

Rugrats Sponge

Children's Books
Novels
Computer Books
Cliff Notes
Books-For Dummies
Cookbooks
Arts and Chifts
Something For Everyone!

ExtrmH- House
Star Trek Gen.

FINAL WEEKEND!

Seinfeld Friends
Totally

Ed, Edd

Cops IT Cops I

BET
106 8 Part: Top 10 Live
Most Wanted Live

FLIX

715

Movie: Miracle on 34th Street"(1994) Movie:* "Mr. Deeds"(2002) First
Movie: tat "Ocean's Eleven '(2001)
Movie: iiit' 7 "Lone Star'(1952)'NR'(K Movie: at Steel r1997)'PG-13' X
(11:00) Movie
Movie: 'Red Sneakers"(2001. Fantasy) Movie: it "Damaged Care''(2002)'PG Movie:**vi life With Mikey"(1993)1
(11301 Movie
Sister Lizzii_ _
Proud Sister !Even
. Recess Kim
Movie: 'Babes in Toyland. 3E. Re:au Lilo
Stanley 4 Rolie
Movie: 'Beat Street`(1984) Movie: a* 'The Spices Gang"(1974)
Movie Movie:**"Thunder Ailey" X Movie: Bananas") 971)

HI302

152

Movie: *** 'Tom e% Vrv"(1994)'PG-13' Movie: *at :Ouick Change' ** ''Code Name Wolverine" Movie: ** "Nine Monts-11995)1

DISH --4831 57

EYES & EYEWEAR
Dr Douglas W Payne - Optometrist

(270) 753-5507

506 N 12th
(Next to Los Pcxtoit.)
Olympic Pkizo • Murray I
a

News 11. Ray-

,NewlyNewly- '

Switche- Knock

Eye Exam

Present this coupon at the time of I
your appointment to take advantage I
of this special offer,
(Offer valid thru 12-31-03)

5th

TRLI

Trading Spaces 1- ( While You Out

39

King-Hill Simp-

News-Lehrer
WKMU-PBS 21 21 5 11 Science Science Berens- Shrinks Zoom -4-. Libenys Cyber- Reading Clifford Dragon Voices BusiCops a Cops I. Dharrna Griffith
Scooby Jackie Poke- Yu Gi
Osbourne Show Ellen Show
Ricki Lake N
WDKA-till 22 16 10
NFL PrimetirneI Gime- College Football: Tangerine Bowl
NFL
ESPN
24 29 26 8 SportsCenter X SportsCenter -ti
CountdInterrupt SportsCenter (Live': 3(
Bassmasters (K Horn
ESPN2 25 30 25
Monday Quarterback tve
MTV

(Horida-y Special

The Company You Keep

Barney Clifford Arthur

Stereo)

New York Life
Insurance
Company

News I Fortune

Porkers Spin

In

ti,.

Ryan Edwdrds

News

Dragon Sagwa

Brown

crel

We Service All Brands"
Main St. • 753-1586
East
212

News X Enter-

GRC

9 9 2 3 Brown

• Long Term Care
• Annuities
• Income Protection
• Group Benefits
• Business Insurance

6:30

Paid

KBSI-For

Refrigerator
TRUCKLOAD SALE!
MURRAY
APPLIANCE

oak,'

Fortune

700 Club j,,li 31-

WNPT-PBS 8 8

largely accepted elsewhere, goes like this: Around 1850,
inspired by the winter sleigh races down snow-filled
Salem Street in Medford, Pierpont wrote the song at the
Simpson Tavern, a boarding house that had the only
piano in town.
That account was told to The Boston Globe in
• December 1946 by Stella Howe, the grand-niece of
Mary Gleason Waterman, who ran the boarding house
when Pierpont lived in Medford.
Back in Savannah, Rahn still doubts that story.
Though Pierpont came from an aristocratic family —
his nephew was the financier John Pierpont (J.P.)
Morgan — he never made much money himself.
So why would he hold onto "Jingle Bells" for years
before publishing it?
"It's an anomaly," Rahn said."You had this free-spirit, never made much money, living hand-to-mouth. A
person down-and-out as he was, if he had something, he
was ready to market it for $20 or whatever he could
get."
But Ace Collins, author of the 200-1 -book- 'Stories;
Behind the Best-Loved Songs of Christmas," says he
found more proof of Medford being the rightful birthplace while researching his chapter-on-"Jingle Bells."
Collins said he found a New England newspaper
from the early 1840s that mentioned "One Horse Open
Sleigh" debuting in Meford at a Thanksgiving church
service. The song proved so popular, he said, that
Pierpont gave a repeat performance at Christmas.
"A song about dating and betting on horse races is a
strange Christmas carol, to say the least," Collins said.
"What is inarguable about 'Jingle Bells' is, by 1870, it
was America's most popular Christmas song.
Everybody sang it."

Not Just About
Life Insurance...

DEC 22,2003

Ali My Children .t.T. One Life to Live ."4 General Hospital Maury (N) IE
Days of Our Lives Dr. Phil
Passions 11
News ri News

3 3 3

none struck a chord like "Jingle Bells."
After Savannah erected a "Jingle Bells" marker in
Troup Square across from the church in 1985, thenMayor John Rousakis declared the tune a Savannah
song.
To folks in Medford, that made Rousakis and Rahn a
pair of grinches out to steal their Christmas history. A
series of not-so-jolly exchanges followed.
"In the words of Shakespeare, it is our intention to
keep our 'honor from corruption," Medford Mayor
Michael McGlynn wrote in a 1989 letter to Rousakis.
"We unequivocally state that 'Jingle Bells' was composed ... in the Town of Medford during the year 1850!"
Rousakis fired back with an equally strong, unyielding letter.
"James L. Pierpont is still here with us," Rousakis
wrote, noting the composer's Savannah burial. "I am
sure (Pierpont) will join us in spirit when we finally and
formally proclaim Savannah; Georgia, as the birthplace
of 'Jingle Bells."
McGlynn, who is still the Medford mayor, said the
debate resurfaces every few years. The city Web site
includes pages on Pierpont and "Jingle Bells" that both
take swipes at Savannah. But McGlynn insists he bears
no grudge toward the city or Rousakis, who died in
2000.
"It's part of our history, so of course it's important to
us," McGlynn said. "I think the debate will go on for
many years. We feel comfortable here with our position.
There are much bigger things in life to get excited
about."
The "Jingle Bells" story according to Medford, and

1city Confidential

Trial Heat

Open Court

From Front

Movie: at "Billboard Dad'. 1199814
Maggie
Blues- Little
Dora

Movie: "Stuart Little 2"(2002) Movie: * 'Mr Deeds"(2002) Making Movie: "Sviimfan"
Movie: 'Rookie of the Year (1993)'PG Night
Movie Movie: "Hiding Out.'(1987) X Movie: *at 'Unfaithful'(2002) Richard Gene,'R' Movie: 'Spellbound"(2002) The Substitute—A'
Movie: ** "Captive Hearts"(1987)'PG' Movie: "Once Bitten"(1985) Movie: tat "Possums''(1997)'PG' X
l'4 351 Movie
Wiggles JoJo
Out-Box PBJ
Robe
Wiggles Stanley Rolie
Stanley Wiggles JoJo
JoJo
Bear
Pooh

WSIL-ABC

•Jingle Bells ...

DEC. 22, 2003

8:00 I 8:30

Today (In Stereo) X

Good Morning

AgDay

7 News

7:30

Today (In Stereo)I
"Early Show X
News

NewsI News a-

WPSD-NBC 6 6 6 6 AgDay

7:00

Good Morning America I
NewsI Good Morning AmericaI

News

News

WBBJ-ABC 7 7
WNPT-PBS 8 8

6:30

News

News

WPF-CBS 5 5

CMTV

Contro-

Movie: *** "The Hot Spot"(1990, Drama)'R'
. Movie: a** "Thelma & Louise"(1991)'R' X Movie: at "The Favor'(1994, Comedy)'R'
* "The Adventures of Pluto Nash Movie: tat 'Night and the City"(1992)'R' X 'Movie: 'Dangerous Minds"(1995) 'Movie: "FeardorCom"

MONDAY MORNING

KBSI-Fox

Redis-

Most Wanted Live

Inside Fame

dent Si. Olaf Orchestra and St.
Olaf,s celebrated choir performing
traditional and modern works.
Christmas
• noon:
Around the Country 2003.
„Performance Today,s%o annual traditional of a holiday concert from
coast to coast.
Too Hot to
• 7 pm:
Handel. Mann Alsop and the
Orchestra of New York present a
jazz/gospel reinterpretation of
Handel's Messiah.
Jazz Piano
•9-pm:
Christmas 14. Bonnie Grice hosts a
concert from the Kennedy Center
with topiazz artists performing their
interpretations of holiday standards.
Jazz Piano
•10 pm:
Christmas 12. Nancy Wilson hosts
chanteuse Karin Allyson and jazz
artists Billy Taylor, Barbara Carroll
and others in their unique stylings of
holiday favorites.
• December 31, 9 pm:
Toast of the National Welcomes
2004. An all night New Year,s
music party to be enjoyed safely and
soundly at home.
I. 10 am:
January
•
New Years Day from Vienna 2004.
The Vienna Philharmonic,s annual
concert—of -waltzes,- polkas and
marches.
WKMS is the National Public
-Radio -member station licensed- to
Murray State University. Call 800599-4737 for a listening guide and
more information.

$I Off All Books

$4 & Up
Stock Up On Stocking

Stuffers & Last Minute Gifts!
Shop For The Area's Best
Book Prices!

presented by

SOUTH EASTERN
BOOK CO.
Friday, December 19 • 10-6 p.m.
Saturday, December 20 • 10-8 p.m.
Sunday,December 21 • 1-5 p.m.
LOCATION
Bel-Air Shopping Center
in Murray
(Behind Sirloin Stockade)
Between Fred's and Food Giant
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Classifieds
Fax: 753-1927

www.murrayledger.com
Murray Ledger & Times Fair Housing Ad Notice

ADJUSTMENTS

All real estate adsertued herein is subied to the Federal Fair
I lousing Act. h. Akh makes ii illegal to ads Huse an prrterersie, limitation or JiSkr1111111,111011 based on race, color, religion. sex. handicap
tarnthal status or national origin. 01 intention to nuke am such pret •
dente finutatiom or discrunination

Advertisers ar
dt,eich Me rust
nserbon l rheit ads tor any error Murray
Ledger & Times will be responsible for only One
incorrect insertion Any error should be reported
irnmediatety so corrections can be made

state laws forbid discrimination in the saki, rental or adsertistivg or
real estate based on tailors or addition to those protected under led
culla%

DEADLINES
Monday

Fri. 11 a.m.

Tuesday

Mon. 11 a.m.

Wednesday

V# wit knowingly arrept any athertning tor real estate which irtn
iulation ut the is All persons are hereby informed thai all
dwellings ads raised are avadable on an equal opportunity basis

Mon. 5 p.m.

Thursday

Wed. 11 a.m.

For further assistance with Fair Housing Ads tensing
requtrernents, contact NAA Counsel Rene P Sfilarn.
70;i ulk-

Wed. 5 p.m.

Friday

Thur. 12 p.m.

Saturday

010
029
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

Legal Notice

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
425

Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

0 Discount 2nd Run,
$7.50 Column Inch, 60.
40% Discount 3rd Run.
1', IA.!, helu,t

Run

Within b Otis Prnod

$2.75 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide/
PLACE YOUR LINE

AD

AND IT WILL APPEAR ON

THE WEBSITE SI NO EXTRA CHARGE
i

I

I

$8.00 First Day - 20 words or ess
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.11 per word per day.
$2 75 extra tor Shopper i Mon lassrhed,go IIIto Shopping Gindei $2 CO extra tor blind box ads
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Jennifer Jackson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

Happy Birthday

Happy Anniversary

060

LOCAL company needing
a full charge accounting
clerk by mid Jan. Accounting experience required
along with knowledge of
computers and different
accounting software Mail
resume to: KSG P.O. Box
934 Murray, KY 42071.

Does Monty and Johnny Look
Nifty or Shifty?
Today is Their Birthday and
They Both Turn Fifty!
If you see Monty Cathey or
Dr. John W. Williams,
Wish Them a Nifty Shifty Fifty!
050

Tim & Ginger Philpot
December 23, 1978 - December 23, 2003
Happy 25th - We Love You!

Through the month of
December the deadline
for Wednesday
Classified pages is
Monday at 2:00 p.m.

The
Classifieds
Are the
Cat's Meow.

Notice

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

For more information call 753-1916
and ask for Jill Stephens or

Jennifer Jackson.
020

WE'VE
MOVED!
Sunset Boulevard Music is now located in
the yellow building beside
Wendy's on Chestnut Street.

1Ih

CDs, CAR STEREO
INSTALLATION
CHESTM."T STKM(UAW.%1 MI'SI• 753-01I3

Economy Tire
& Service
Will Close On Dec. 22nd
For The Holidays
and

Reopen On Jan. 5th
Law

office of

STEVE VIDMER
General Practice of Law Including:
BANKRUPTCY
DIVORCE/CUSTODY/SUPPORT
CRIMINAL/TRAFFIC/DUI
PERSONAL INJURY

_NOW

$2135

THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

MEDICAL Transcriptionis
familiar with computers
and scheduling for medical
front office. Part-time to
become full-time. Send resume to P.0 Box 630
Murray KY
LOCAL Company needs
service technician must
have electronics, mechanical, & trouble shooting
skills. Send resume to
P.O. Box 938 Benton, KY
42325

060

Murray Ledger 8. Times
Notice

Area shoppers know the Classified,
are the purr-feet place to find a bat
gain In the Classifieds, you can track
down deals on everything from collectibles to cuddly kittens It's easy to
place an ad or find the items you want
and its used by hundreds of Area
h.rppersrrctd.ir

Help Wanted

RECEPTIONIST for busy,
fast-paced medical practice. Duties include but not
limited to meeting patients,
coding, and billing. Secretarial and other duties.
Prefer team player with
medical office experience
who will do whatever it
takes to get the job done.
Reply to P.O. Box 1040C
Murray, KY 42071
TAX Preparer Experienced. Hourly plus bonus.
Fastest growing Tax Service in North America.
*TAX School Instructor For
one week classes. Training and materials are provided. Call 270-703-2165

BILLING CLERK
PART-TIME
Prepare invoices,
scan, file & mail.
M-F 12-4 or 1-5

bays 20towd at tor days
The Place to Start....

020
Notice

060

Lost and Found

(270)753-1916

Go with your instincts and
use the Classifieds today

The Murray
Ledger & Times
Classifieds

060

1001 Whitnell Ave. • Murray

Help Wanted

270-753-1916

MATURE RN needed in
25 bed nursing home for
overview and treatment as
needed. Salary negotiable
FIRST
Presbyterian
(731) 247-3205. 9-3 p.m.
Church is seeking someEOE.
one to provide child care
each Sunday morning. NOW accepting applicaHours required are 9:15- tions for assistant man12:00. If interested, call agement Apply in person
753-6460
616 North 12th Street
Help Wanted

,.100L ROOM
Jakel Incorporated, with a 50-year history, is a
well-established name in the subfractional
motor manufacturing business. We have two
great opportunities for the right individuals in
our Murray facility. Jakel, offers job security,
good pay, and competitive benefits.
Tool Room Supervisor
This position requires someone with many
years of tool and die making experience. and
several years supervision experience. This
person must understand all standard tool room
equipment. In this position the right person
needs to establish priorities, follow assignments through, and has the talent to communicate with management and bring the best
out of their direct reports. This person must be
ready, willing, and able to put in the hours
necessary to get the job done. eferences
required.
Machinist
Technical training and three years industrial
machinist experience make this candidate
familiar with all types of tool room equipment.
Past experience allows this person to finish
work on time and correct in every detail. Only
experience tool and die machinists need
apply. EOE M/F. Apply in person or send
resume to Ken Cole, Jakel Inc., 700 N. 4th St.
Murray, KY 42071 FAX 270-753-4049.

LOOK INTO OUR NEW
PHOTO REPRINTS!
www.murrayiedgencom
Click on the button for more details!
Powered By
,
I 1A,K0

Open up -to the

of finding your next vetriele
in The Classifieds
Every day you'll find dozens of listings for pre-owned
cars, trucks, vans and SUV's in every style and price
range Readers from all over the area have found their
cars in the Classifieds Try it yourself today

The Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

Call Lea at X 349
270-753-1717

COOK
Prefer experience
but will train
person who enjoys
cooking & working
with the elderly.

Call Glada Dodd
Fern Terrace Lodge
753-7109
EOE
Youth Counselors/
Group Leaders
Needed
Duck River of Three
Springs. Inc. is hiring a
counselor/group/leader to
work wii;13.-arrisk teenage
boys at an outdoor-based
residential treatment program. Excellent first jolt
out of college, get some
good experience under
your belt position for college grads looking to
.work in the social services
field Bachelor's degree
required_ Contact Lucas
Ohringer at dremploYme nt(_t three springs.com,
phone 19311 724-5040.
fax (931 ) 729-9525.
www,threesprings.com.
Facility located in middle
Tennessee. Full-time, per
manent
position
Overnight work required
E.O.L.

A GREAT CAREER!

.753-1752
Asir

THIS IS AN ADVF:ItTISEM ENT

1

AVAILABILITY
KEY MINI WAREHOUSES
1850 State Route 121 South

Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562
Call For Sizes & Prices.
Security Gate

The Kroger Co., America's largest Supermarket Pharmacy chain,
is looking for motivated part time and full time pharmacists for our
Paducah and Murray, KY stores. We offer a competitive salary.
excellent benefits, and pleasant working conditions.
To Inquire E-mail, fax, or mail your resume to:
Email: michaelwasson@kroger.com
Fax: 901-765-4213

FREE PALLETS
Loading Dock of Murray Ledger & Times
First Come • First Serve
Please No PhOrre Calls

Mail to: The Kroger Company
P.O. Box 1878* Memphis, TN 38101-1878
Attn: Michael Wasson
EOE/MF

090
Domestic & Childcare

Help Wanted

SERVICE ASSOCIATES
PRODUCTION
ASSOCIATES
New Krystal
Restaurant
Opening Soon In
Murray. KY
Interviewing and
taking applications
at basement of
Union Planters
University Office
Tues -Sat
Dec 16, 17, 18. 19, 20
from
11 ern -2:00 pm
Fax resume to
731-660-5102
24 Hr Operation

VISA
Mobile Homes For Sale

EXPERIENCED
Wi I
clean up after new con
struction remodeling, be
fore and after renters
floors windows etc
Valerie 436-5914

ABANDONED Home 3BR
2 bath
Call Clayton
Homes in " Camden, TN
For all the details 731584-9429 CLAYTON Homes in CamHOUSEKEEPER, quality den, TN Is offering a
care, reasonable rates, lo- $1500 Christmas Shopcal references Available ping Spree with any DW
immediately. 436-6028.
purchase through December. 731-584-9429
100
"ENTERTAINER
Business
HOME"
Opportunity
is here. Check out this
40X40 Shop or storage 32_xfita for onbr
building for rent $250 a $64,900 00.Fleetwood.s
month. One year lease re- #1 home (800)533-3568
quired. Call 270-489-2525
INVENTORY
Computers
SPECIAL
28x60 Fleetwood Home
for $44,500 00 Includes
MDM COMPUTERS
delivery, set-up, a/c, skirtA+ Certified Technician
ing and footers (800)533On site service
3568
759.3556
140
INVOICE SALE
This is a beautiful 14x70
Want to Buy
singlewide that will be sold
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff. We for $21.900.00. (800)533buy 1 or all. Call Larry at 3568
MOVE In Special 2 acres.
753-3633
well. sewer. Biq 2000 DW.
CASH paid for
Payments as low as $275.
good, used guns.
Clayton Homes in CamBenson Sporting Goods,
den TN 711-584-9429
519 S. 12th. Murray.
SINGLEWIDE
SPECIAL
ELECTRIC base board, 16x80
- 4 bedroom. 2 bath
heaters, air conditioners,. home.
Priced to move @.
refrigerators, used carpet$29,825.00.
(800)533ing 753-4109
3568
150
SPEC HOME
Articles
Awesome Homer!' Ready
For Sale
to move into Set-up on
land Call today (800)533BENTWOOD Rocker, like 1568
new, $50. Computer desk
USED HOME
$40, king size waterbed We do take trades and we
$40 753-6619
sell used and repo homes
FOR Sale New computer (800 533-3568
desk $135 753-8051
FREE HBO & CINEMAX
Get a dishnetwork 2 or 3
room satellite system free, 2 BR $250 00 436-5697
installed free
Get 3
FOR Rent - 2 Bedroom
months of America's Top
Trailer $225 monthly plus
100 channels plus 13
deposit, all appliances furchannels of HBO & Cinenished 436-2619 after 5
max free Also available
NICE 2 Br 2 bath 492are your local networks
Call Beasley Antenna & 8488
320
Satellite at 759-0901 or toll
Apartments For Rent
free 877-455-0901 for
more information
Murray
L.P. Gas Refills New $239/MONTH
Place' $60 off reguli
tanks & valves in stock
price, 2 rooms available
R & B firokers 753-4389
MOTORCYCLE Helmets, Utilities. cable and more
jackets, chaps, saddle freel Call 270-519-6974 or
bags, camouflage clothing 270-519-7189
work & western boots Jer- (2) Two Bedroom Apts for
ry's Sporting Goods. May- rent Nice 753-5731
field 270-247-4704
1 Bedroom apartments. all
MURRAY High School appliances at the Oaks
Yearbooks
1960-1980 Apartments Coleman RE
Call 435-4029
759-4118
RIMS 18x8 " Mille Miglia 1 Bedroom Duplex. very
Uno's. brand new in box clean and nice. Paddy furfits BMW & Volkswagon nished, C/H/A. WID, 12
and other 5 lug cars $300 miles east of Murray, no
761,2065
pets $250 00 mo + deTELL City drop leaf hard posit 978-0160
rock maple dining table, 6 1 Bedroom. all appliances
chairs, China cabinet. included $325 per month.
serving cart, 3 piece, bed- deposit required
759room suite New condition 3781
C rill 753-0621
1 OR 2br apts near down160
town Murray starting at
Home Furnishings
200/mo 753-4109
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
COUCH $275 00 nice,
902 Northwood Dr
Antique display
clean
Monday.
case 435-4752
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Farm Equipment
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1976 Chevy C60 16' Mid
TDD #1-800-648-6056
west bed- with extensions 1-2, 3br apts furnished,
roll over tarp with assis near MSU House 3 & 4
axle, excellent condition bedroom
753-1252 or
497-8659
753-0606
1br apartment, furnished
and all utilities paid $28'
month plus deposit Nea,
downtown, no pets call
SEASONED Oak firewood
(270) 761-2085
$40 a rick Dumped 474
1BR-4BR apartments As.,
9844
about move in free days
270
Coleman RE 759-4118
Mobile Homes For Sale
2_bedroom duplexes Appliances furnished Call
293-6968
1986 14X70. 2 bedroom. 1
bath. all electric, set on 2 BR 1 Bath with carport
central GtHiA, 1 year
rental lot approximately 4
miles from 'town Needs lease, 1 mo deposit, no
some minor repairs and pets 753-2905
remodeling Includes shed 2. 2BR apts Northwood &
and utility pole Sold as is Cambridge area All appli$4700
_ 753-6619
ances furnished Call 293_
6968
Firewood

1

PAGE 4B
320
Apartments For Rent
2BR 2 Bath, all appliances
furnished garage wiremote, very nice $575/mo
902/3 North 20th St 7535344 293-9970
2BR apt CO 908 'wood
1.350,mo Call 759-4406
2BR duplex C/H/A 7530067
2BR NEAR MSU
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR upstairs located at
5353 ST RT 121 South
$2115 4119-2296
28R Duplex C/H/A
-Coleman RE 759-41111
3BR 3ba duplex, new, no
pets 627 Bailey rd 7533119
907E1 North 20th St Large
3BR, 2 5 bath Duplex all
appliances furnished garage, automatic door
opener $725/mo 7535344 or 293-9970
COMFORTABLE 1 Bedroom near hospital 421 S
8th Street $300 plus utilities, deposit required 800291-6442
EXCEPTIONALLY nice.
large 2 bedroom duplex
with garage located on
quiet cul de sac. All ao0112^

$$ Rented $$
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N. 16th St
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses, basic
rent $360/ month One
bedroom $330/month Call
753-1970_ Leave Message
*LARGE 2 Bedroom, 1 1/2
bath, all appliances including washer, dryer, microwave.*Large 1 Bedroom
all appliances including
washer & dryer. *Large furnished 1 Bedroom with all

$$ Rented $$
LARGE 2/3 bedroom near
Hospital. $750 plus utilities, deposit required, 421
5. 8th St. 800-294-6442.
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
2BR $340 00
3BR $425 00
S100 deposit special for
qualified applicants.
753-8221
NEWLY decorated, very
-nice, 2 BR. 1 Bath, all appliances, central g/h/a, no
pets 753-2905
NICE 1- BR,'1- bath. C/H/A,
wid hook-up, 1 1/2 blocks
from MSU. $285 per
month and dep, ref required.No pets 759-3050
ABH 753-3949 Daytime
NICE 2 br. 2 bath, duplex,
garage, no pets 436-6357
or 751-7457
ONE bedroom apartments,
water furnished, close to
campus. No pets Call
753-5980
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
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Storage Rentals
CREEKVIEW STORAGE520-S40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Sate & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls753-9600

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
Al I •-1/1 I
1%.‘11.A1311.

753-3853

AKC Boxer Puppy, 4
months old Up to date
shots. fawn & white. very
cute, price negotiable,
must go 761-1812 or 2934248 ask for sherry
AKC Golden Retriever
731$200.
puppies
6442449
AKC Regostered Lab puppies. Yellow and choca
late. Male and female.
Shots and wormed. Will
hold until Christmas with
deposit 731-247-5142
BIRD Fair and supply sale.
Great deals many yen
dors. Dec. 20, 9am-5pm,
Dec.21, 11am-4pm, Excecutive Inn Paduacah
Info 901-878-1307
COCKATIELS for sale,
mating pair with cage.
5115 00 Call 437-4539
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
GERMAN Shepherd ACK
puppies, out of top world
class german line, very
large, black available
$35000 (731) 642-3960
JUST In Time For Christmas! AKC Golden Retriever Puppies for sale. Females $250.00. Males
$225.00. (270)436-6074
Ferrets, Super
TWO
friendly, 753-0423

Venture
Properties
•New Apanments
for Rent
*Upscale Rentals
•1 Beth-1)(1110 Bath
.2 Bedroom/..2 Bath
*Close to MSU
•All Appliances furnished
•No Pets
Contact:
(270) 7(17-9111 oi
(271R 97t1-051)5
(270) 193-1X55
(270) 293-1854

Acreage
48 acres of woods & pri
vate lake, excellent to
hunting or building. 15 min
from Murray at Coldwater
Call 293-1093

Homes For Sale

436-5141 A AFFORDA
BLE HAULING. cleaning
out garages gutters Junk
tree work
492-8688 Roof Repairs
New Roofs all types Call
Carters
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAUL
ING all around clean-up
gutters, tree work 43E2867
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
753-3594
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks. Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Pole Barns, Metal Buildings, Fencing
Quality Workmanship.
Licensed
753-7860 753-1194
New
ALL Carpentry
Homes, add on's, garages,
pole barns, home & mobile
home repair, water & termite damage. screened
porches, sun rooms Licened-insured Larry Nimmo
151-9172 or 751-0353
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock.
436-2113
Dozer work & Track hoe
CALL us for your holiday
house cleaning plus painting. Minor carpentry &
plumbing. 30 yrs experience References given.
Call 270-435-4682
CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed Roy Hill
(270)436-2113
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd Jobs you
don't have time for.
Murray-Calloway Co
293-5438
DOZER AND BACK HOE
WORK & CLEAN-UP
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-753-9503
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insured. 489-2839.
GENTLEMAN for hire to
hang Christmas lights also
Driver for hire anywhere
anytime in U.S. 753-2283
JUNK/ RUBBISH Removal, we'll haul away almost
anything, from attics to
barns, odd jobs, Senior
Discounts. (270)489-2583
LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
*Carpets *Furniture
*Emergency water
removal
*Free Estimates
*Wrinkle Repair
*Quick Drying
753-5827

810 Sycamore • Murray

QUALITY Houses and
Apartments available for
lease Call BS Rentals at
759-4696 or 435-4632
_ SOUTH Hazel 3BR 2 bath
6350/mo/deposit/lease
492-8526

Over 25 Years Service in Mayfield

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.
#1 & #2 available in most colors

Phone (270)767-0313
(2701527-7176

David Borders

it

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

Your Ad Could
Wiggins Furniture
:45041 Be Here
For Only
250'Per Month!
A Bigger Selection — A Better Pric,
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buyi

COMPANY COMING?
ot)Light

VISA

WiDdow CLevnir-41st
•Residential
•Commercial

41.

(270)293-5170(Mobile)

AL

*Licensed
.1nsu red

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa. Mastercard also 12-24-36 month financing
Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

WW% SONLIGHTIVINDOWCLEANING COM AlIK.

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

CERAMIC TILE •COMP TILE • viNYL• HARDWOOD • CARPET

Wet Basement?
•Transterrable Warranty
*Unfinished Basements
•The Nation's Largest

*No Costly Excavation
*Finished Basements
*Free Estimates

Construction System Inc.

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personally install for you?
•
0

0
3

IM7728
Eiperie
Over

WE DO!

Visit Our Showroom Today

0
cr

731-642-7187
Cell 731-336-8944

4v2

7adeui
•

0
0
0
0

Rd

•

Authorized Installer

Basement De-Watering Systems"'

CARPET FL

COVER

*Vv.
Hato IC
,

Hort 641 • 1112 ten South oi Muffin to Tan Tre0 Road Right 150D piths.
5CERAMIC TILE •COMP TILE • VINYL• HAP: (-)1:1•CARPET
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Monday, Dec.'your ideas. Tonight: Be happy.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
22, 2003:
You have an unusual year ahead of you, ***** Reach out for others. You
where you often feel overwhelmed by might be delighted by what you hear
what drops on your plate. But at the same from those in your immediate circle.
time, you've got what it takes to meet the Your instincts help you deal with somedemands. Stop and take a deep breath one who might be a bit difficult. Realize
when you feel like too much is happen- that another approach will make your
ing. You will need time alone to center in message heard. Tonight: Eggnog for all,
order to be most effective. Also, be will- even if it is Monday.
ing to check out your information with SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
experts. Thoroughness counts this year. **** You could be a bit insecure in a
If you are single, in some way you might meeting or get-together. But if you risk
need to revise your thinking or attitude in and explain to another where you are
order to create the type of relationship coming from, the results could be specyou desire. You will have many options. tacular. Revamp your budget if need be,
If you are attached, going away for and as soon as you can. You might need
weekends and retreats with your sweetie to purchase some last-minute presents.
will warm up your love life.- SAGIT- Tonight: Finish up some holiday details.
TARIUS is a great healer for you.
_SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** The Moon in your sign gives
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll you that extra vigor and happiness that
4-Positive; helps you hit the bull's-eye. How nice!
5-Dynamic;
Have:
Still, pressure at work and over finances
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult
could have you reviewing procedures.
Accept what you cannot change.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** Reach out for others at a dis- Tonight: Smile
tance. What you learn could have you
rethinking and regrouping plans or a
relationship. Others would prefer that
you take a leadership position in the next
few days. Tonight: Pitch in.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Romance grows if you're in
the mood. Someone really feels intensely
about you, if you're single. You might
want to think before you leap into action
here. In fact, if you can detach and evaluate, you will be much happier. Tonight:
Follow another's lead.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Others come to you. You
have so much to share. You succeed
when dealing with others on an individual level. Feelings flow from your home
and heart. Others are highly responsive
to your requests. It's their pleasure.
Tonight: Where the people are
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Pace yourself in a more appropriate manner. Trust that others want to
pitch in. You will, however, need to ask
for the help. You could be quite pleased
with what happens. Reorganize so others
can play a bigger role. Tonight: Finish up
last-minute details.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Your playfulness carries you
though the day, but there are certain matters that need handling that might
involve a little discipline and work.
Expenditures could be out of control, but
right now you might not be able to stop
the trend. Tonight: Add more mischief.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Stay anchored and use your creativity in a way that helps complete some
holiday to-dos. Prioritize, making family
first. You might change plans at the last
minute. Others are highly responsive to

z

Lenora loved the comemenGe of
advert,e,ng ner garage sale in the

Ledger ei Times
ClassItlids
270-753-1916
2003 Ford Ranger XLTfull power, low miles 4-dr.
Gass-CD Asking $16.500
Call 293-1266

HWY. 121 BYPASS • 753-4703

Birthdays, Anniversaries,
Congratulations or just because.
Any reason is good
enough to find its way into the
Classifieds' greeting and happy ads.

The Murray Ledger & Times
CLASSIFIEDS

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** With the Sun moving into your
sign today, you could feel re-energized.
But for now you choose to take a back
eat and see what is really happening.
Your power of observation causes you to
revise your opinion. Tonight: Sit back
and do what you want.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Friends surround you and
help you in every way possible. What

happens could be a bit of a surprise,
especially something involving one special person in your life. You might, as a
result, reorganize some of your priorities.
Tonight: Do that favor for a friend.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** You, might decide that all
work and no play isn't your cup of tea.
You're right, too. Focus more on friends
and associates as Christmas heads your
way. Don't worry too much about religion. Just give more of yourself.

k.4 HOLIDAY SPECIAL
VIDEO GOLD
Rent 3 Movies (2 Days) 59.95
Price Includes Popcorn, Coke & Candy

1 Month Unlimited Tanning $25
1206 Chestnut St. (Behind Hardee's)• 759-4944

With joy in our hearts, we wish all our
vustorners,friends andfamilies a truly
joyous holiday season.

cry
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by Jacqueline Bigar

Horoscopes

WE SERVICE

1997 4X4 Chevy 3/4 ton
heavy duty AT 6 5 diesel,
runs great. must sell, no
reasonable offer refused
(270) 293-4089
94 Ford f 150 XLT, super
cab, all extras, excellent
condition $12,000 Call
436-2225

Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.

*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
•Brick 'All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
'We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways

759-0203

i

Roofing Metal
We now manufacture. Buy direct.

"We Specialize in Cleaning"

YOUR PLACE OR MINE

4 Br/3.5 Ba home in Crossfield Subdivision
Built 2001 by Harold Ross on private back lot
- 3029 sq.ft. living space, 3-car garage, very
large covered back porch. $254,900.00
270-759-0887 or 270-748-6747.

Chevrolet 4x4 swb
transmission, good
33x12 50's $2.500
762-9173

\

Auto - Commercial - Residential
Sales & Service

1N„

1985
new
tiresOBO

David's Cleaning
Services

_lerru's Glass

Ward-Elkins

decorated2BR
NEWLY
C/H/A, W/D & all appliances No pets 1108 Vine
St 753-9678 or 731-2475107

Your Home Improvement Headwaters

;

L tzt

3613/2 bath house w/2 furROOF REPAIRS
nished 1 bed apts. WalkComplete new roofing
ing distance to MSU
Metal, rubber shingles
$105,000 Call 270-994for prompt & professional
1959
service call
BY Owner: 4 Bedroom, 1
CARTER ROOFING
Bath, Living room & Dining
Hazel 492-8688
room, workshop, big front
Puryear 247-3086
& back yard $61.900.
753-4109
NICE 3 Bedroom Home
Reduced for sale 7535731
All Major Appliances
www kyfsbodirect.com
and Most Major Brands
VERY nice 2 bedroom 2 See local homes for sale
bath duplex w/carport W/D by owner, Call 767-9308
hook-up $550 per month for into
On The Square • Murray
1 year lease w/ deposit
(270) 753-1713
1402 Crystal Brook Ln
Motorcycles & ATV's
759-5477 Available JanuWALTERS
ary 1
CONTRACTING
2001 Raptor 4-wheeler.
VERY nice 2 BR 1 1/2 runs good-fast. $3.200 DECKS. Roofing, Vinyl
Bath Townhouse, all appli- 753-0178 293-2304.
Siding, Addition. and Reances, central h/a, no
modeling Quality Work.
SeHusqvarna
50cc
2002
pets. 753-2905
30 Years ExperiOver
nior LC 759-9329
340
ence Gerald Walters 753Blaster
2001
YAMAHA
Houses For Rent
2592
used very little kept inside
51 00 OBO 753-5958
560
2 bedroom house in Ham
Free Column
tin $400 a month Call 270
Used Cars
425-4389 Leave message
FREE to good home
38R. 1ba, NO pets. 306 S 1995 Plymouth Neon Hi black/white male cat, 6
.15th 759-4826
line, white on gray. auto months 759-9007
New
CD
matic,
4BR house W/D hook-up ttres/brakes/strutsrtront
Kirksey community 1 yr bearings/recent tune-up.
wireferentes 52.500. 753-9691 after
lease
Includes 5PM
$435/mO/deP
garbage lawn mowing &
SOO
water 489-2534 before
. Used Trucks
9PTT1

530
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Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury
LINCOLN
MERCURY

/01 Main Street • Murray, KY •753-5273 www.parkerlord.com

(Foi;ci

wvvw ktbmorray.com

NISSAN OF MURRAY
800 Chestnut Street • Murray, KY • 753-8850

Single mom can't break
with boyfriend's family

Calcium for osteoporosis

DEAR DR. GOTT: The women tive interaction with food. However,
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WE HAVE THE SOLUTION
For All Your Insurance Needs -

DEAR ABBY:I'm-a 27-year-old
guy, and I'm involved with an older
woman I'll call Carmen.
Carmen has three daughters from
previous relationships. I have no
authority over them, and they shotv
me no respect. Even though they
talk rudely to me, I'm supposed to
accept it. Carmen demands everything be done her way,and I have no
voice in anything that happens in
my home.
Carmen's youngest daughter,

The Murray Insurance Agency
provides coverage for:
• Farmers
• Life Insurance
• Health (Group & Individual
• Automobiles
• Workers Compensation
• Homeowners
• Medicare Supplements
• Commercial
• Long-Term Care
• Bonds
• Motorcycles
BEL-AIR CENTER • MURRAY • 753-4751
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DEAR ABBY: I broke my
engagement to my fiancee,
"Shirley," recently. I am sad, but I
know it's better to have ended it
now, rather than have a divorce
down the road.
The engagement ring and wedding bands are back in my possession, and I would like to "dispose"
of them because they are painful
reminders of our failed relationship.
How can I salvage some of my
investment? It is no longer possible
to return them to the jeweler, and a
pawn shop will never give me their
full value. Any suggestions? —
TRYING TO MOVE ON
DEAR TRYING TO MOVE
ON: Have the rings appraised. Get
the appraisal in 'writing. Take it to
your accountant and discuss donating them to a charity. You may take
a loss, but consider it "tuition" in the
school of experience.
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Heads I Win, Tails You Lose
to his hand to repeat the finesse,
South continued with the ace, hoping
to catch the king.
When the king did not fall, South
played a third round of clubs to
establish the suit. West won and led a
diamond to dummy's ace, and the
contract went down one. Declarer
fmished with six clubs and two diarintiricts, while the defenders scored
two aces, two diamonds and a club.
South would have fared better
had he concentrated less on West's
holding the K-x of clubs and more on
the possibility of West's holding the
K-x-x. South could have covered
both possibilities by playing
dummy's king of spades at trick
three, abandoning clubs temporarily.
Had he done that, he would have finished with at least nine tricks.
If West took the ace of spades
and returned a diamond, South could
It is surely right to formulate a make 12 tricks by cashing his spades
and repeating the club finesse. If
plan at the start of play, but one
West did not take the rust spade,
should always stand ready to adjust
South could guarantee nine tricks by
that plan as new circumstances
reverting to clubs.
develop.
While it is granted that the kingConsider this deal where South
of-spades play at trick three is not
won the opening diamond lead with
the king and led a club at trick two, easy to think of — considering the
successfully finessing the jack. Thal, magnetic attraction of dummy's
clubs — there can be no denying that
imbued with the notion that
it is the right play. It has everything
dummy's clubs were his primary
to gain and nothing to lose.
source of tricks, and lacking an entry

North dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
46K 7
IP 74
•A 3
4.AQJ 9874
EAST
WEST
•5 2
•A 9 8 6 4
• 'WA 9 8 6 3 2
K5
•Q 9 8 2
•J 104
+10
11,K 6 2
SOUTH
46Q J 103
Q J 10
•K 7 6 5
+5 3
The bidding:
West
South
East
North
Pass
1+
Pass
1
3 NT
Pass
3
Opening lead — jack of diamonds.

Crosswords
43 Puck game
46 Greek war god
47 Really impress
48 Norwegian
monarch
50 Comedian
Jay —
51 Brewery product
52 Patnck's
domain
53 Lake bird
54 Computer key
55 Actress
— Sheridan
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1 Send via phone
4 Nincompoop
7 Single entity
11 Atmosphere
13 Ms. Thurman
of films
14 Palace
entrance
15 Salad bowl
wood
16 Omaha's St
17 Jungle
swingers
18 Words for songs
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9 Cato's highway
10 Dry run
12 Rubber city
19 Wyo. neighbor
20 Charged pall*
22 Bought
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`I THANK YOU..TNE MONEY 15 FOR A
CAUSE..MERRY CHRISTMAS..
WORTHY
(
SAY 'NEW)"TO TNE STUMP KIP WITH
THE BLANKET AND NIS CRABBY SISTER'

WI-AT DID
14E SAY?
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20
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36

II

38

23 Teeth-chattering sound
24 Sweet-talk
25 Hubbub
26 Ticked off
27 Golly!
28 Historical period
29 "The,*
to Wolfgang
31 Above,
in verse
34 Spring or
winter
35 Make an effort
36 Wine category
37 Kind of tea
39 E or 0
40 Plummet
41 Popular cookie
42 Las Vegas nval
43 Donut center
44 Charles Lamb
45 Knitter's need
47 Crumple up
49 Swamp

Subscribe to the *
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EDGERT1

Home Delivery
3 mo......---$21.75
6 mo

Local Mail
(Calloway, Groves & Mantell)

3 mo.--...----.$26.50
.....

6
1 yr.

--$91 00

Rest of KY/TN
(Puryear. Buchman & Paris)

6 mo...-......
1 yr.

$116.00

Other Mail Subscriptions
.$71.50
3 mo.
..$10100
6 mo.
1 yr.
Check
('heck
Vii.

Money Order

Name
St. Address
City
Zip...

State
Daytime

Mail this coupon with
payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Rol 1040
Murray. KY 42071
Or call

12701 7531916
*
*
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1 Pudgy
2 Novelist
Jean —
3 Medical photo
(hyph.)
4 Cup fraction
5 Iowa college
town
6 Marvy
7 Kampala's

22 Coal scuttle
23 Safari leader
26 Coped
30 Retina cell
31 NATO cousin
32 Before
33 Perched
36 Javelin
38 Make a blunder
39 Notch shape
40 Quick raid

By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Dec. 20, the
354th day of 2003. There are 11
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Two hundred years ago, on Dec.
20, 1803, the Louisiana Purchase
was completed as Ownership of the
territory was formally transferred
from France to the United States
during ceremonies in New Orleans.
On this date: „
In 1860, South Carolina became
the first state to secede from the
..„
-Union.
In 1864, Confederate forces
evacuated Savannah, Ga., as Union
Gen. William T. Sherman continued
his "March to the Sea."
In 1987, more than 3,000 people
were killed when the Dona Paz, a
Philippine passenger ship, collided
with the tanker Vector off Mindoro
island.
In 1989, the United States
launched Operation "Just Cause,"
sending troops into Panama to topple the government of General
Manuel Noriega.
Ten years ago: Real estate developer Donald Trump married Marla
Maples in a brief ceremony in the
grand ballroom of Trump's Plaza
Hotel in New York. (However, the
couple separated in 1997.)Five
years ago: Nkem Chukwu gave
birth in Houston to five girls and
two boys, 12 clays after giving birth
to another child, a girl. (However,
the tiniest of the octuplets died a
week later.)
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20 Lifeless
21 Pindar forte

school music director.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Scott, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Kynois McClure and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Layman Colson,
Dec. 7.
Marriages announced include
Josephine Harmon to Pvt. Herman
K. Ellis, Nov. 30.
wedding
50th
Celebrating
anniversaries on Dec. 18 were Mr.
and Mrs. T.O. Turner and Mr. and
Mrs:AJ.(Sitne) Burkeen.
- .70 years ago
C.W.A. work in the city and
county is being increased as more
projects are opened and it is estimated that about 506 persons will be at
work soon on the projects. Eight
men began preliminary work Dec.
14 on the $30,000 concrete stadium
at Murray State Teachers College.
A typhoid fever quarantine of
Murray Civil Conservation Camp
(CCC) at Murray ended Dec. 12.
The boys became eligible to come to
the downtown area of Murray.
Murray Woman's Club in conjunction with Calloway County
Health Department is sponsoring
the sale of Christmas seals to raise
funds to fight tuberculosis.
Marriages announced this week
include Martha Sue Gatlin to Walter
0. Boone, Dec. 6.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Alford Hughes, Dec.
3; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Orvis
Hendricks, Dec. 11; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Hudson Smith, Dec. 12; a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Wills, Dec.
14.
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CHRISTMAS
NEVER COMES
500N ENOUGH

10 years

Published is a picture of Melody
Parker and Lori Cook with U.S.
Senator Mitch McConnell taken
while the girls were attending the
National Youth Leaders Conference
in Washington. D.C.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Dr.
Moses Koch, dean of college of
human development and learning 4
Murray State University, using his
cross country.skies on Dec. 19 dur-.
ing the first snowfall of the season
here. An avid cross country skier, he
said this was the first he had used
the skis since coming to Murray
from New York three years ago.
30 years ago
The first snowstorm of the season covered Murray and Calloway
County with a blanket of snow after
freezing rains had covered the
streets and highways with ice.
40 years ago
Danny Kemp of Murray College
High School was named as Star
Farmer by the Purchase FFA
Federation.
SO years ago
Cpl. Edrick M. Owen is serving
with the United States Army XCorps in Korea.
60 years ago
Calloway County and Murray
residents are inviting the 600 boys
in the Naval Training at Murray
State College to their homes for
Christmas.
Approximately 400 children of
all grades at Murray High School
appeared in a Christmas vesper candlelight program at the school on
Dec. 19. Mary Elizabeth Roberts is
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LookingBack

"Talia," recently got a kitten. We
agreed it would not be kept in the
house because I am allergic to cats.
I make my living as a singer, and if
I can't breathe, I can't earn money.
I've explained this, but no one
seems to care as long as they get
what they want. Talia whines, and
the cat is inside. What should I do?
— DESPERATE
DEAR -DESPERATE: If the
house belongs to you, lay down the
law. The cat goes, or they all go. If
the house belongs to Carmen, read
the handwriting on the wall of
"your" home, and make other living
arrangements pronto. Your health
and your career depend on it.

SATURDAY

TO SAY.
"I CARE"...
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KAPT program financially, structurally sound
With the holiday season
approaching fast, 1 share with you
some good news for Kentucky families that would even bring a smile
to Ebeneezer Scrooge.
If you have
read this column, you have
undoubtedly
read about
Kentucky's
Affordable
Prepaid Tuition. .
which has made
it easier for
7,000 families to
It's Your afford
college
Money
for their chilBy Jonathan dren, by guaranMiller
teeing the cost
Kentucky State of tomorrow's
Treasurer
tuition at today's
lower prices. .
At the beginning of the year, the
Kentucky General Assembly suspended KAPT to new enrollments,
pending the results of an outside,
independent actuarial study. With a
few other state prepaid tuition programs facing economic challenges,
legislators wanted to be sure that

KAN was fiscally secure.
Well, the study is back, and it
offers good news for both families
and taxpayers.
The actuarial study — prepared
by Milliman USA, a firm that studies several prepaid programs across
the country — demonstrates the
KAPT program is financially and
structurally sound, both in the short
and long terms.
In fact, the study shows that
KAPT _willsun a net cash surplus
of at least $51 million in each year,
from now until the foreseeable

future. As KAPT uses no tax dollars, this cash surplus protects the
state's General Fund from ever
being tapped. That means your
taxes will never go toward bailing
out this program.
A great deal of credit goes to
KAPT's managers, now at the
Kentucky Higher Education
Assistance Authority. This year
already, KAPT investments have
earned a whopping 16.31 percent
return, and KAPT's assets total
more than $66.3 million.
But mostly, the credit for

KAPT's financial success goes to
the people who created it:
Kentucky's General Assembly.
With great foresight, the legislature
provided for a KAPT Reserve,
made up of unclaimed property
receipts, which protects the program in bad economic times. Other
state prepaid tuition programs that
have had problems in recent years
do not have a reserve.
It is no wonder that KAPT's
visiouary.spoiisof, Rep. Rocky
Adkins, D-Sandy Hoof, was elevated recently by his peers to the

important position of House majority floor leader.
KAPT's strong financial status
is terrific news to Kentucky families. By opening up the program to
new enrollment in July 2004,
KAPTs surpluses increase. But
more importantly, opening up the
program will enable tens of thousands of new Kentucky families to
afford college for their children and
grandchildren. That's why Sen.
Mitch McConnell — who-drafted
the federal legislation that made
KAPT and programs like it across

the country tax-free — recently
urged the members of Kentucky's
Long-Term Policy Commission to
help spread the good word about
KAPT to all Kentucky families.
More information about KAPT
and the details about its reopening
for new enrollments, can be discovered at its Web site,
www.getKAFT.com or by calling
toll-free 888-9l9-KAPT.
I wish you a wonderful holiday
season and a happy and healthy
new year. •
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Colleges
sweetening
dorm deals
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Forget
flip flops and shower caddies.
Today's college students are
demanding private bathrooms and
more living space — and they're
getting it.
Across the nation, colleges and
universities are building new residential facilities that cater to every
student's desire, from high-speed
Ithernet connections and cable television to their own bedrooms in
apartments and suites.
Duquesne University recently
entered into an agreement to purchase an 850-bed apartment tower,
and housing officials are mulling
over plans- to add six floors to a suite-style dorm at the urban campus in Pittsburgh.
At Penn State,officials took out a
$75 million bond to construct housing for 800juniors and seniors at its
University Park campus. The dorms
will feature clusters of single rooms
with private baths around common
living and study areas.
"Twenty years ago,students were
expected to come in and share a
room and share a bathroom down
the hall with 40 people," said
Michelle Fryling, a spokeswoman
of
University
Indiana
for
Pennsylvania, about 45 miles northeast of Pittsburgh.
"Many of today's students may
never have shared a room with a
brother or sister, and they have different expectations of what residence hall life should be," she said.
And construction isn't limited to
dorms: Instead of banning cars for
freshmen, West Chester University
of Pennsylvania is putting up two
student parking lots. Many universities are investing in recreation centers with swimming pools and tennis
courts.
"It's surprising if they're not
building a new rec center," said
Lander Medlin, executive vice president of the Association of Higher
Education Facilities Officers.
Medlin says the college building
boom comes as higher education
institutions compete for students.
According to a survey by the
American School & University's
magazine, the median cost per
square foot to construct a new residence hall in 2002 reached $150,
compared to $82 in 1993.
Administrators believe the construction will pay off. About 1,800
students entered into a lottery for the
800 new spaces at Penn State, said
Lynn DuBois, associated director of
housing.
"Students today come from
households where they're used to
having more space. That translates
to having more space in colleges,"
said Meg Lauerman, a spokeswoman for the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln, which plans to
add 1,000 beds in new apartments
because market research says students who live on campus are more
likely to graduate and earn better
grades.
"And we know from recruiting
experience that college students are
interested in living facilities,"
Lauenrnan said. "It does factor in to
their decision."
And don't forget the meal plan.
Michael Hager, Nebraska's associate director of housing administration, says the university recently
renovated one dining hall from a
buffet-style cafeteria to a marketstyle eatery where students can custom order the meat in a Mongolian
grill plate to vegetarian pizza freshly baked in a wood oven.
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500 Utility Cash on any Ford SUV

Includes t)

$5 a day OR
$150 a month
L•as• a 2004 Mustang Coup'
for 48 montr•\
wmi $2,795 due at signing

lease a 2004 SIX SuperCob
for 36 months
With

$1,275
down
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PARKER FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY
701 Main Street. Murray, KY • 12701 753-5273• www.parkerford.com

NO: ALL LESSEES WILL i.WALIF r FOR LOWEST PAYMENT SEE DEALER FOR QUALIFICATION DETAILS Payment based on 2004 F-150 SuperCob SIX Model Includes destination and delivery
charges Some payments higher, some lower. Residency restrictions apply S5000 cosh bock only on 2003 Excursion Excludes 6 OL Mcrdels S3500 Cosh bock on Expedition includes
S1000 FMCC bonus cash Explorer, Sport Troc and Expedition Utility Cash requires FMCC contract S1500 Cash Bock only on 2004 F-150 Regular Cob Requires FMCC contract Excludes
SVT vehicles, SuperCob, SuperCrew, lieriloart models, Mustang Moch I and convertible models Must loka delivery from dealer stock by 1/2/94 See participating &clot tor complete details

